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technician canAot.be/iipetted to master the information base, after only a felt,
months of training-Aneexperience:

psyshological approaches to the troubleshooting problem attempt to, impov
the s-liridetionmotivation, and training of technicians. Among the a5pe
have been considered ard methods for enhancing the understanding of ph.
relations in equipment, the hierarchical analysis and practice of trdub
ing Sub-skills, and the general logic of searching behavior. The aidin
approach tries to "unburden" the tschnician by 14rovidinq most of the-
tion base in special booklets, diagrams,-computer prograirls, and dirk
sequences. The wintainabililty approach conciritrates on designing.e
that they will b4 easy to troubleshoo.t---for eRample, key test points ar
accesiible, and sub-units'are arranged so as to facilitate diagnosis qhd
replacement. When psychological, aiding, and maintainability technolo9tes arefully applie'd, the troubleshooting problem can be "solved", Within the present
state of the art, for the great majority of equioment items.

For troublesome equipments which are already in service, proced6ralized
aiding of troubleshooting activities is probably the best immediate solution,
and many one-term military technicians.might well devote most of their service
to application of these aids. The aids must be specially prePared, tested, anddebugged, and they must be designed fruni a behavioral standpoint. It should be
recognized, though, that even the most effective aids.will not find all
tropbles, §nd that the services will always need people with i-elatively deep
understanding of the systems they have to maintain. To proyide such people,
research is needed on such.topics as the visualilation and memory of complex
physicalevents,.the learning.of long branching sequences) individual dtfferen-
ces in search behavior,.and ways to enhance human reasoning by small computer-ized devices.
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SUMMARY

Ttoubleshooting of.complex equipments in the mdlitary remains a -

of

problem for monk repsons--some technical, some administrative. At

the working level,cA major key to success is the technician's

information .base or "COgnitiVe mapr".of the relations that hold among.

'present test syMptoms, ncirmal indications, and die set of possible

defective units. If this information base is reasonably complete and

.correct, then the technician Can usually converge oil the trouble'in a

reaSonable time. Many equipments are so complix that.an ordinary

technician cannot be elpected to master the information base, after

only a few months of training and experience.

Psvcholoqical approaches to the troubleshooting probAm attempt

to improVe the.selection, motivation, and training of technicians,

Aicng thaaspects,whic4 haye beed considered are methods for .

enhancing the understrnding of physical relations intequipment, the

hierarchical analysis and.practice of troubleshooting sub-skills, and
. -

the general logic of searching behavior. The 111,41aq approach tries

;to rden" the technician by providing most c:f the information

base in Special booklets, diagrams, cbmpUter programs, and directed

test-sequences. The Mintainability apOrroach concentrates on

designing equipments so that they will be easy to troUbleshoot--for

-example, key 'test pointi are made accessjble and tub-units are -

arranged so as to kacilitate diagnosis and replacemerk: Wben

psycholoiical, aiding, and rogintainability technologies are fully

4
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apPlied4 the troUbleshooting pablem can be "sOlved," within the

4 .

, present state of the art, for the great malOrity of equipment items.

For'troublesame equipients which are already in service,

, .

proceduralized aiding of trdubleshooting.activities is plebly ttle-

best'immediate solution, and many one-terukuilitary techftivian* might

well devote most of their service.to appaication of these aids'. _The

aids must be specially prepared, tested, and debugged,and they must
P

be designed from & behavioral standpoint. It should be reOgnized,

though, that even the thost effectiveIaids wi* not find.all troubles,

and that the services will always need people with relatively dee0.
4

understanding of the systems they have to maintain. To.prOyide such

people, research is needed on'such topics as the visuqndation a

memory of complex physical events, the learning of long branching

sequences, individual differences-in search haviot, and ways to,

enhance human reasbning by small computerizej devices.

4' I ,
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orroubleshooting-Complei Equipmeht in the Military.Services:

Research and Prospects

SECTION I. 'INTRODUCTION

le

One of the first,experiments on human troubleshooting of

,
electronic equ

4.

conducted in the summer of 1953 at the Long'

Beach Naval Shipyard. -Electronics technicians from Navy'ship6

searched for faUlts inperted into radio and radar circuits. The

subjects'alsonad to troubleshot a "simulator" reixesentation of the

same circuits. The main ddea.was to see if fault-locating behavior

..cn the simulator correlated with performance-on the real equipment;

in fáct, it did (Grings, et al. 1953).

That early work was sponkied by the Office of Naval Research

becatise o the dramatic increase in equipment oompl,exity that

: curred after World War II. The new radars, fire control devices.,

les, analog computers, and communication sets were vaStly,more

complex, and often more unreliable, than.the equipment of the 1940's,.
and ail the military servioes found themselves with a maintenance

headache. Wile the increased capabilities which the advanced

'equipment afforded.were highly desired, much of the tiu>tfe fancy,

.

new gear was down, and often there was nobody around who knew how.to

fix.it. As early as 1953, Carhart's Rand report was oallin6 the Air'

Force maintenance)situatiOn mintolerable (Carhart, 1953), and one

could hear even stronger adjectives from operational military People

iho had to use the new technology, and.had to live with it wheri it

4.

4
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failed to operate.

Page 2

More than a quarter-century later, the troubleshdbting protdem is

still with us. Ships, aircraft, missiles, and control centers are

still plagued with unfindable troubles and marginally performing

equipment. Many expensive items never perform up to design .

expectatioris, or are unavailable at crucial moments. Maintenance

still requires a lot of people and a lot-of money, with nearly 60

percent of total life-cycle equipment costs attributable to

PersOnnel expenses (Blanchard, 1979; ShDiver, 1975). Maintenance

difficulties are not confined tb sophisticated electronfc systems,

either. Consider this Astounding quote from Seciefary.of

Defense Schlesinger, after the Mayaguez incident of 1975:

-...The thirty-one year old,carrier hancock...operating
without one of its four shafts...never reached the scene.
The Wicopter carrier Okinawa,...witti part of its boiler
plant off the line...alSo never arrived at the scene. The
escort vessel Holt, the first ship at the sdene, had power-
supply problems, and consequently its main batteryNwas down
)the night before the engagement."

Allf these difficulties occurred in a combat area following a
0.0

major war,'when thentiaily had days of warning. Evidently, things are

sill "ipti5lerable ,*1 military miintenance.

This report was undertaken in the belief that now.is a good time

to take stock of the troubfeshootingioehavioi proiolem in the .

military. The whole field-tis changing and particulaayso in the :

*
electronics domain. For one thing, we are in an4era of sharply

improved hardware reliability. After many years of promises and

disaipointMents, hardwtare is finally matkng its claims. These days,

a hew mini-computer with dozens of terminals may run.ffor days or
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weeks without a main f ilure. This is true "ultra-
.

reliability." Already, egrated-circuit components are manufactured

to be "fault-tole ant," so that if something fails the system keeps

running as before. In a certain sense, the failuie never.happened

'because the user never knows it. Nut as Rouse (1978) Points out,

relatively rare breakdowns mean that a maintenance technician will

not get muchlxactice in troubleshooting. Another big change is the

micro-circuit technology, which makes it feasible to localize a-fault

only down to a board, ieg, or chip unit. At the same time, cheaper

and 14ger computer memorie9 make it possible for system designers to

emplipy very 1.ong operating and fault-locating programs in a small

unit, and this meagthat a technibian often has toNbe-something of a

.programmer. So we can see that technicilan's will have to become more

.1111 oriented to logic and software and will be less frequently conCerned
-1

with the old soldering, wiring, and parts-replacement skills. Wt are

peobably at a crossroads, tpo, in the aiding and training of

trOubleshooters. Nandy and comprehensive "briefcase" troubleshootiag4 .

guides are already here (Rigney & Towne, 1977). A portable test unit

ai big as a TV set can store a whole book of sptem information on a

single floppy disk (De Paul, 1979), and all of the data ran be

interrogated instantly. Not lofil from now,-such a compact dtide will
do.

tell the military technician Which check to make next, will evaluate

the results of all checks made, and will furnish a hard-copy printout

of.every troubleshooting step. And ihese aiding functions may, on

occasion,, be instantly traniudtted from Crenate ship cc field site

to an.analysts center, for further analysis_and advice. This thd of

41
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---detailed-aiding can be so effective that much training might Well f,e-

directed at teaching the aid, rather than teaching the usual circuO,

hydraulic, or electro-mecbanical theory. There will be argumenis'over

such aiding and training, but it is clearly on de military horizon

for the 1980's. Another prediction is easy to make: more systems

will be digital. As one wriier asks, "Is everything going digital?

Whatever happened to 6SV7 tubes, lowi-distortion amplifiers, and
ft

feedback circuits?" (Gasperinr, 1976).

If indeed we are already in an era of ultra-reliable bat more

complex digital equipment, in which teChnicians will be aided in

ir work by extremely "smart" test sets,,then there are many

interesting questions. What can we expect of our troubleshooters?

Exactly what will their intellectual requireoents andr difficulties

be? ..How much efficiency can we anticipate? What administrative and

plannidg considerations. should be moSt crucial regarding the mil

technician force of the next couple of decades? How should we train

and "transition" all of the people required? What contributions can

sr be made.by disciplines such as the psychology of4reasoning?

This report was written primariiy -for the illitary research
.

community, which is a.network of technical commands, laboratories,

contracting burbaus industrial contractoks, and academic institytes.
4

As a secondark gudience, there are numerous training, support, and

operational personnel who run the technical schools, who haveto tace

troubleshooting problems in the field, or who prepare technical

manuals and automatic test equiPment. Such peoPle ar, often engaged

in the delivery, ok a specific systei, course, document or prOcedure.

1
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A.

.

4e also hope that some military manpower planners %dal oonsider sdme

"of the issues raised here, There are ratherjew manpower people and

'they arenot particularly visible,.but they are the ones* who decide

.haa many Data §/4Vbms Techs we will bave.in 1986! and.thefr decisions-

. can af fec 1 ong7 range. mil itary prospects . There iS no need tq gran.

for an expensive new ECM.installation on a ship if the prime
,

equipments will not be available for-use. .Nith So many big changes-

ljfl.

'4,

the hardware; software, and aiding.capabilitiesi manpower
. a .

.

projections will be more difficult and more critioal, aild,they shourd

', 12e ipased on what we kndw aboui. the.,Isey.betravidrs*tirat wtll be needed..... .
, -, . ...

Otitline sit tie. Report
.1

...

Section II 4ixaminesthe logic of diagnosis, and also revieWs

material frOm academic psychology iegardingthuman-search%performance.

The next chapter takes up aiding and training issues, mahy of4hicS

are being pursOed right-now by DOD agencies, labotatOries, and

contractors: Section TV looks at the maintenance tichnician's work

.from the njob,design standpoint, andexplores his jobi satisfiction -* A

and motivation. The final section lists some research

recommendations, including nineteen specific profects that might be

consideKed by agencies like ONR, AFOSR, and ARI. There ire also a

few administrative recommendations.

The main conclusiop of this report thesis Can-be quickly

imparted..Troubleshooting of very coracle; systems is difficult for

numerous reasons, but the critical factor is that the technician's 1
.

cognitive map of essential physical relations (electronic,.hydraulic,

electra-mechanidal, and so on) in a complex equipment is often

. A-.

f
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incomplete, 'vaguer-OD incorrect. As lonTai this is.so, any series
#

of checks and test egadings, thougkapparently well motivated and .

canix;i "ciLe in" logically on a faulty unit. All the

.p>techriigian an'do in this environMent is to keep making checks in the
?'

.

. hope of.finding some drastic test indication, or to engage in

probabilistic or mass replacement of spunits. The conventional.
4 .

appropch has been to provide general "theory" training in electronics

,.or hydraulics for the technician.. Armed with this theory, and with
' 4

the assistance of technical manuals,.the techniician supposedly could

generate his own.fault-location sequences. But modern prime

equipme9ts are so comPlicated that it is not reasonable to expect an.

ordinaiy,military technician to know thm wellfrenoughto originate

effective test sequences for himself, after'a few- months'of training.

It is, then, not so'much the technician's k'easoning that.is at fault,

as it it his information base regarding'the meaning of the checks and

test readings he makes. Given a sharp map or model of the

'elimination logic that prevail4betweer; obsestabletteht symptoms and

'the set of possible troubles, a technician cab usually solve a

troubleshooting problem within a reasonable time, even though his

'logical path through the network is not the optimal or most efficient

sequence. If the equipment is eitremely large or complex, then same

kind oi proceduralized or step-by-step insructions will be

necesory. i
It follows that much of the trainin§ and aiding effort should be

direcied to preparing a special smotorlp-malfunction model of thk prime
AP .

eldipment, and making that model accessible to, and usable by, an

1 4
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ordinary trained person. If there is sufficient top level ,

induttry thent6e,major tpcimplogical problms of Aigling c411_,e

. solved. at, least for the mAjogitv a compleg syste9s:- Right now, add

for the next few yearsp'the best.solution probably.it to prov:ide

special 4aiding7 orintation to the.technicians, 'to Have

this documentatiOh so'effective thk it will actually guide

troubleshooting down to the aTropriate componentdepth, and to give .

41. 'the technicians intensive practice With these materials'. The...
4

competent firstl.erm technician thus becomes an extremely fluent user

of complicated booklets, charts, and software routines. He will not

often originate test sequences himself..Rathere he will follow a .

. definite "tree logic" or other 'algorithm that will guarantee*

localization of most failures: If the 5ocumentation,andwassociited

4

procedures cannof locate certain troubles, then the aiding package

, must be immediately modified so that it will ecoa6plish that task in

the futUre. In this scenario, we dd,not lapse into'the conception of

"trained-ape maintenance," where an untrained person blindlk followi a

complex test routine, and does what it tells him-to do. Our

technician will still.be a highly skilled 'person.. It will take great

Care'and judgment on his rt to carry out the apiotopriate

procedUres. The aiding technology to support the troubleshooter is

already here, and hlas been proven in about a dozen demonstration
4

projects (Shiver, 1975; Vanilemel, 1979; Foley, 108). Mere will

.,always be a need for military maintenance people who can go beyond.
, .

1-the pioceduralized aids; and cap solve the difficult problems.. These
.' P*

'*

-
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people will have tq possess a deeper understanding of the systems

they work on; perhaps a goOd hodel here would Oe the 'lying squad"

specialists,in the,coMputerindustry, who are extremely competent in

both,hardware and software aspects,of big computers. Tratning such

,people-, 'wad providing material's for them, will be a challenge to the

_-

military per;onn,1 commUnity.

Efficient otibleshooting gAn be achieved in the military. There
Re

are many suTssfulaexamples from Navy submarines, from the special

weapons

people th milit3ry system think that they are helPing the

area; and from certain aircraft systems. Also, many good

trouble er. Examples of these are the people who originate.fault-
,

locat hemes, the school instructdrs, and the manual, writers.

Aceordi to oueview, many of the# efforts are far lesi'effective

act,

)

I

i

7 _

4of thii report, then, ie to.explicate sane of the'ways that
/

ey could be, and this is becaose tiiey do not stay ,close to the

cognitAe situation faced by the military technician.

111 ettlents ,can be made:

BibliographicaltEtAr

'The troubleshooting literature isvidely scattered in abo;ut half
*

a dozen major, clust,rs. For behaviorally oriented studies, Rouse's

privately-circulat4bibliography is the best,(Rouee', 1979). in

fact, Rouse's list of references in one of his articles constitutes a

reasonably good library gn the 'subject (Rouse, 1978)-. Johnson's

(1972) text is the standard reference oh the psychology, of

reasoning,. Fault-tree methodolbqy, probabilistic troubleshooting,

and the associated mathematics are summarized in the CNR-sponsored,

19
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(
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repoKt on reliability and fault-tifee,amalysis (Barlw, et al, 197),

and in the Ross (197(T) textbook. Far maintainability program

management, the best general gource is still the Blarichard and Lowery

(19690 book;

cf it, ti is

prediction;

several neW

although the microcircuitry revolution has dated some
. ,

texehms.thorough treatments of maintainabpity

tradeoffs, and demonstratiOn procedures:. Thare are
)

books on the logic of digital troubleshooting (lasperini*
I

1979; Coffron, 1979). The comp4ter-science approach to oomplex

sear& problems is treated by Raphael (1976).) There are many guides

which will tell how to design a maintainable device, a good example

being the orie by Morgan et al./ (1964): State-of-the-art in military

'Maintenance aidirig and trainitg is weia reviewed in the NT4C-Orlando

Cor;ference proc'eedirigs (NTEC, 1975; NTEC, 1979), an'd in Foley's

-summary report,to the Air.Force (Foley, 1978). Foley's summary is
.4

especiarli important, because it lists every experimental evalUation
%

of maintenance.aiding j tQ,19.77, and itiOlso provides strong

;" administrative advice for implementinTfully-proceduralized

systems.'

416

.
.

SECTTCN.II. 'LOCATING A FAILED COMPONENT
a

The: Lacas gL DiASIDS2611

I'. M6C4 tralbleshooting is 'very simple. When something goes wrong,

,aal or most lot. the possible causes of the fault are listed, andare
J

then successitrely eliminated. The process is continued until only

lime culprit remains. That iteM is repairltor replaced and the
4-

Ar.

1 7'
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410'
probl

attempt

A to clea

. troubles

and in

formulat

course,

is solved. Cc maYbeone aomponent is.known to be likely to

't is therefore.summarily rdplaced, without auch of all

t fault-tracin4. Only if this "obvioush replacement fails tor

e trotAble is any further search undertaken.. suCh
.-

ting is appliedin all practical t4adesand profesgions,

ly life. It seems so natural that it may not even be

in an explicit way: Technical difficulties arise, of

the list of possible pauses is incbmplete'v when it is

to elikinate _some possible causes, or when there arele

. .

great many related "artial causes." But the comon-sense conception .

of tr,ple- solation stands up very well, and isnespecially effective
At

in easily v sualized physical systems,'such as a pluMbing
r

When syetems get more complex'and the number of alternativ*

Ncomes larger a simple enumerate-and-eliminate strategy will*otbe,

,1;;.

,pplctical. ft-was just barely practical ifor. rep.airing Ty sets ii0e
y .

4cuumAube eia. As a rule of thumb, replacing tubed wouId*epair a
, 4

malfunctioning set in about eight times out of ten. But a big air-

.

co9trol radar may have ihousands of components in it, with fany of

.these linket4ether in camplex Ways. flirthermore, there4is good

reason to think thar, if a*technician attempted pimply to replace

. t
every part, he would introduce far more'troubles than he-would

eliminate. Evidently, more systematic and efficient search ,

'strategies are needed.

atandakitichgdela .

There are several ways to display the relations in a systems ?.

chartsi schematic diagrams, and so on. The essentLls often boil

1 ti

t.A.
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down o.some kind of logical graph or table. In Figure 1, a graph is

ill la; it has four vertices (A, B, Ce D) and ten arcs (AB, ),

.efc.I. The relations in tais graph may also be described by thel

Bo9lean logic matrix in lb, or by the ilictionary of successors shoOn
4

/,

in ic.(Kaufmann et al.* J977) "The "succeisor" table reproduces the

'Boolean matrix.row by row. As shown, the vertices and arcs could be

-anything that .is welldefined, and so they could represent nodes MO

signal flows in an electrical network. Many,theorems have been

derived foi- handling the relationt in a graph or logical matrix.. Coe.

of the most important of these is that, for each state of the set of

system components, a unique strUcture function can be defined. "Thas,

one can calculate the influence of each component state on die

. overall system (Kaufmann, 1977;.Borlow, Fussell, & Singpurwala,

1975). Asanother,and moçe sutprising example, if a set:of K "linksl

ora monoione function are known, an equivalenyetwork can be

obtained by' placing in paiallel K subnetworks; each formed of the

components of a link placed in siries. 'The networks obtaim641 in this

.. manner can afiso be "reduced" to their simplest form. As far as we

kackr, such transformations ore only,employed in theoretical.analysis
I.

of sytitant, Nand 'are never utilized by working technicians, even though

-such analyses do express all the-logic in.a system.

c.
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0 1 0 1 A B,D

BB,C, D

C 0 0 1-0 C C

D1 1 11 Ar Br Cr D

(a) . '(b) .

Figure 1. (a) Graphical representationi tb),Boolean
matrix; (c) dictionary of successors.

The Boolean-table idea has been extended to handle pseudo7verbal

Page 12

content, and to _print out "sentence solutions" t6 compuiefized search

problems. Findier's *Universal Verbal Puzzle Solver for exampaer

solves any well-formed verbal membership puzzle -which. can be .

-expressed in terms of logical inclusion-, exclusion, and

(11

tonditionality. If ar string of' problem dentences Is inserted the-
.

logical relations from th.0 sentences aw stored at a long list of

inclusions and exclusions. When all are entered in the computei, the
.

program does a brute-force recursive search until a suitable solution

is found (Findler et di., 1973). The tefarckloop really operates upon

, the equivalent of a froblean matrix. Tilough it has apparently never

/ been used in the troableshooting doMainYthe Findler proiram would

certainly finditioubles if"enough 164ic from troubie-test relations

were entered in a pseudo-verbal format. The technician would ent
s
test results in a constiained-tnglish format, until iSolation was

attained. Another kind cf "logical machine" is.the. theorer-prover

4 V

,concept, as'develoced by Wang and others. Potheorem-prover program

acctpts a rist of logical premises'or conditions. Then, to search

for an answer to a puzzle (or a tiouble-shooting pIrdblem), one asks

f

4.

2 0
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the program whether a given "theorem" (logical statement) _is valid.

An ingenious reduction routine collapses the premises in such a way

4.

as to permit (a validity check'on any well-formed propositio\ 't
A

involving the premises. For a verbal puzele a test theorem might be

"the butler murdered the viscount",-but as far,as logic is ooricerned

a theorem could be "Operational amplifier #16 is malfunctioning"

(Raphael, 1976). To be useful, both the Findlef and Wang concepts
-

have to.be "full of data" otherwise no solution will be attained, or

else the logic is so loose-that a number of pseudo-solutions will be

printed out, with thekmachine unable to discriminate among them.

In practical maintenance work, a useful format is often some
I

kind of a symptomr-malfunction (S-M) matrix. Many projects have'

discovered, rediscovered, and formatted:the basic idea, which is

nothing more than a table showing the dependencteraMong sympfoms and

components. An early realization Of this was inethe*BAMAGAT project

at Hughes Aircraft in the 1950's. ',Tbe charts used there, called

maintenance dependericy.charts:(M)C)/, showed aft ordered list of

proceduies, a rather complete liking of test points and
^.

measurements, and also all functiChal units that generit4 inpati.to a

given tisi..w If- a'test failed, then.(hopefully) only a liMited set of
,

hardWare signal sources had to be checked further. That basic concept

has survived sweral.ienamings as p4M (Symbolic Iniegrated4
t.

Maintenancellanual) and FORM (Functionally Oriented Maintenance

Manual). Roeder and Ranc (1975) believe that FOMM is most successful

with straight-line analog funttions, and that logic diagrams, state

.tabies, Cor trees are preferred for digitaicircuiiry. In the

'OW

.

C

4,

,
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simplest non-sequential format cf amatrix tests are ofterl listed

_as rows, w*th components or subunits n the many columns. As the

trouble search proceeds,-parli-of the Cable are logically eliminated,

'and when one or a-few units are left, those are repaired-or

replaced.. If tle chart is correct and inclusive, and if the re.adings

are correctly-rade and interpreted, then trouble isdlation proceeds

steadily.- The logic' in such charts is generally easy to follow, but

in:the practical case.there is often ambiguity about the normality of

a complex signal'or waireform, and so if a mistake iS made the search

may not elonverge (Joyce, 1975). Almost always, though, .mme. tripuble

isolationArill be achieved. Most resparchipeoplei we believe, who

work closely with maintenance peopie.in the field have come id favor

balding the technicianswith.some kind of S-M matOx approach. The

basic idea of maintenance dependency alsd can be eqbanced by

, following gooddisplay.and joresentation features, as Inaba (1979) and

. others have demonstrated with the PIMD format. *If the system is 4

ektremely large, then almost any 6rmat'becomes unwieldy: 'Roeder r'bd.

Rano (1975).estimated that,for one system*,some 733'.sheets of,FOMM
..--.

fudction block diagrams wiould be required to describ'eth'e system!

It ii best to provide good S-M information to the field

.

, 0
.technician, and not make him generate it for himself.' The general

rationale.for this iethat.wheh wbrking undew time end opdrgional
1 .

0 Stresses, the technician is not in a good position to be discovering-

logical relations. At that ame, he "shol.ild be uking effective

'relations alreaoly discoverid by' himself pnd by:others. For

large digital systems, there-fs'a further rationale. Mani IC chs
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are delivered to the system designer with data sheets which descr'be
. . -.

chip operation in terms.of gate equivalents. But the da.ta sheet may

...---- not be complete, or when it is encapskated into a sirstem*the unit

can experience log;cal auibiguities caused by timdng, noise, stray

f

capacitance; or threshold proOfems. Often the only way to separate

-

all these causes of logical failure is to do high-speed tedt runs via

automatic test equipment (ATE). So in some cases the teChnician

could not possibly Like logical-status derivations fram a

consideration of the gating logic.

Probabilistic Wag

Many aspects of systems arelprobabilistic in characte?. Life

-and failure exPectatioris foLcomponents, fOr 'subsystems,. and for the

v.

.6

whole 'system can be expressed.in terms_of corcibibij.ity distributions.
4Q.)

.

..
. . .

There are also distribuiions for tihe tim4- it-tans to set up 'and.make I

1
.

.

. V

Is
.i .

diffeMit 'test reading, for the likelihocd that a. -14rticular fa il uKe

yill be detected when it occurs, for the chance that a troableshooter

will introduCesa:new trouble as he wtrks on the prime.equipment, and

. so on. As all these distributions can change during the course of a

search, anakyas have i'tUdied ways of structuring and optimizing die

'process, PowlIfy4 .solutiOn techniques such as linear programming and

dynamic4ograiming cah'be brought to bear.

A single probabilistic example Will give same of the flavor.

. Consider eacfi test Or check reading as a means of reducing

uncertainty concerning the location of a fault. In the language of

informaion theory (GUiasur 19771, the amount of uncertainty resolved

by a.test t is given by

-n

;

f
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'W (T) = -Ep (si) 1o92 p (si).

i E. zi

or
Page 16

,\

\s

which is the sum, -over all sets'of modulee.into which the test

\
divides the system z (T), of the,probability.of the fault being\

within the .sei p (si), times the lo9arithm to base two of this

probdbility. -Each test is then cone Ifted.as dividing the system into \

two subsets (the fault beij14 in orie or the other)... The Probabilities ,

, .

in the-AbOve expression are conditional upon all test information,

obtained up to any point in a given test sequence.

A rational or optimal technician might then perform next,that

.test which resolves-the greatest amount of uncertainty, per time
- ,

11 spent testing. :Mug, he should maximize'''.

o W (T), where t (T) is the
t (r)

4

.time reqUired-to perform the te'st, itarting at whatever system,..ind

1

test condition prevails jast'then.

Ttakinesfts dynamic programming (DF) formulatipn (Rigney and Towne,

1977) Utilzes the struciure of:theesysten to yield deterministic
*wk..

relationships between indicators (including test points) and the

elements which they monitor. Time costs for extracting informatton_

from edch indicator are then either estimated,or computed. ,These

might include.times for test equipment set6p, partial disassembly, or

even walking to another location. Finally, reliabilities are

associated with each hafdware element. The DP algorithm then

succeisively cpmputes the optimum next "indicator" to sampler'in

order to minimize enSected4time):dost. This technique would be
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considered probabiliskic, Once the reliability data are

probabilistic.

s-

Guiasu (1977) gives a similarmodel.of classifying a system (in

our doTain, classifying a system would identify the,troublistater
.

locate the troUble). His model calculaies-the entropy of eaeh
.t.

test, weights it by the cost of a test (again, this cogp be the time
0

or inconvenience.required to perforiri it), and then selects the test

that has the maximum weighted entropy. This scheme alwaysaeads

the trouble, with the smallest expecteoroost. If checks involve

extraordinary'amounts oftiie.or risk to set up, such an analysis'
41

might be quite practical.tOne Application uied the, model to select-- .

which of the 27 possible clinical tests should be madenext on a

human patient, to dia§nose any bf13 renal diseases. Psing'the model,

ansav,eragel of about eight tests

$
diagnosis, inttead of doing the

Models like these are certainly-elegant rationales for test

'selecticin, which can be valdable for judiing.the.effectiveness Of a

particular stptegy and for dekrelopyig procedural guides. It is

unlikely, however, that a technician mild employ these techniques to

, generate his own search process. There may be some rough.heuristics

'that can be applied by technicians, which come,out of such models.

are required, to complete the

full set of 27 tests.
0.

The information them approach.suggests for example, that if all

tests are reasonabayclose to splitting the remaining sets of
t

candidates into even halves, the neXt test should be the one that

takes the. Shoriest time. Also, if all tests are long Shots (less

than 5 percent chance of finding the fault), then the test that takes

110

I
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the least time often should be selected. SUCh rures idght already be

- known fairly well by the working techriician:

Bum &argil Behavior .

As mentioned ea rliersu it has been known for twenty-five 9ears

that a symbolic format can'capture much of troUbleshooting behavior,

apd can get ai the crux of the search task. This was shaft with .

4%

various kinds of devices: tab tests, masodite boardiwith little

windows, panchboards, and special paper fobilats (Grings, 1953; Glaser

et al., 1952; Fattu, 1956..TO be-dure, the synthetic fon:rat:leaves

out such key'behaviors as.locating tests'poi4s, connecting meters,

and being generally careiul andsafe around darigerd16 hardware.

Unlesd the technician-can troubleshoot effectively at the.dymbolic

level however, it would be of little avail to 6e skilled_in these

0

other aspects of troubleshooting. Most iftvestigators.have therefore

used some kind of synthetic format for-theit ttoubleshotidg studies.

.0

Nearly every study of troubleshooting behavior has nOticed great

variation in the search sequencePaken by technicians. Even for -
. ,

rather simple electronics circuits,. exact pplications of paths are

rarely found. When detailed records of performances are examined no

more'than about half of the moves "vice sense" in/retrospect (bryan

et i1.4 1956). Why do we see there such marked individual

differences, so much uninterpretable behavior, arid so much-apparent

"wandering?" The best answer, we belie4e, is that ordinary ,

technicianh diffe0in their knowledge about the normal sp(item and in

the significance'they attach to re.idings in the abnormal system. '.

They simpli ao not share the same information baies, despite

2 6

a

5
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ts.

similarities of training and experience. This can te,guickly

demonstrated at any military installationby presenting a few
-t

tedhnicians with a standard'transistor ampaifier schematic, and

asking them separately what changes in the currents and voltages

wouldresult franparametric changes in one of the parts, such as a

resistor.that increased in value. There will not be much agreement,
1

and many mistakes will be noted.

sIt is likelkhen, that most technicians simply do not remember

much of the electronics theory that has been presented to them in

schools and ks. Ond.study done in the early 1967s at a,Navy

repaii facility presented simpae test iteMs invol ing the "fifteen

basic vacuum-tube circuits" to a sampae of civilian shipYard

technicianspolong with same elementary eleiteonics theory .such as

Kirahoff's Laws. The goal was to find out whin circuit principles

were most*difficult for the men, and how these cortelated with
PAP

knowledge ofbasic theory. All ihescores. were to lowPtha't the

iesearch blanntid on those su6jects could.not proceed...In fapt,'it was

undlear how,these men could-understand, or could repairi the complex

radars and radios they woike0 on; -Coe 'Possibility is thatErthough

tb.ley cOuld not manage detailed circuit.axicA;Lis,.they could PerforM a
-`

rather:cut-and-dried overhaul'and checkout procedure. When

discussing these results, the superviso4 explained that detailed

circuit-analyzing skills:were useful for designers, but not .

necesearily'required for maintenance sh6P:people. A supervisor would
-

ofteg say, "I don't know that.kind of stuff myself, now." Teenty

years ago, Williams and Whitmore (1959) showed that, whereas

I 27 .

--- 'lac 1

*

k
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knagledge of electronics theory about the Nake-Ajax mtssiles. system

Vas highest at the end of the training school, ability to iinq faults

was poor. Then, fault-finding ability improved.with field experience,

but knowledge of theory declined. Shepherd et al, (1977) think that

it is possible that technicians may develop rough and effective

search rules &ming the field work (and may attempt to use theory

while appreciating these ruleS), but once the'rules are in hand,

theory,.can be forgotten. Foley's (1974) review suggested that the

correlation 1etween theory tcst scores and Oerformance is.low, as is
,

the relation .beween school marks and jgb performance. .Thus,

"teaching theory" is doubly ineffective.' People do not learn or

retain it well, and even tf they did, such knowledge is.not strongly

t;ted to mainienanceeffeCtiveness.

PerhaRs 'the most famous behavioral analsyis of troubleshooting

was Miller's investigation of the "half-split"' technique (Miller et

al, 1953). The half-split procedure recommends that a chain of

system elements be checked first in the middle of the chain, or in

such a way that the two groups of elements on both,sides are equally

, likely to contain the faulty element. Mgr half-split idea has been

extended and generaliled in various ways; to permit inclusion of

parallel paths, prObability-of-failure data, and cost figures. While

piople can learkthe half-split idea. (Hannan et al., 1967), it is

digicult tOsemplcA, except in the lios'ecrude and obvious decision

s1tu4tions, such ps a string of lights. In difficult; real-world

problems, units and iubsystems of widely diifferent reliabilities are

; arranged in complex'and nori-linear chains, with obscure barriers and
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feedbacks betweeni links in the chain. Otherwise, troubleshooting

would be rapid and conclusive by any reasonable method, and the

slight increases in eqiciency caused by half-splitting would be

negligible.

Other optimal search models can also Wformulated, and their

troubleshooting effectiveness can be cowered with actual human

behavior. As an exampae of this, a computerized Bayesian search

F;ge 21

a.

policy was defined for a certain symptca-malfunction matrix (Bond &

Rigney, 1966).'The'oomputer program operated on the conditionals that

obtained between test symptoms and componeht parts. ,When a

malfunction was introducede the program would always find the trouble

in the smallest number'of steps _or checks (if the trouble could be
.

-found from the data-given). By updating the failure-likelihood )

estimates for each component after each test, the program acted is a

good statistician would, if, confronted with a fault-location

problem. When a human technician s search record is compared to the

performance of such a programl.it-is. always found that the human, is

not an oFtimal troubleshooter. He makes redundant checks, forgets

things he has already done, replaces components ihich logically'

cannot, belaultyvand often seems to mdll around the prime equipaent

in a near-aimaess way. Coe study estimated human. searctiefficiency

at about thiry percent of the optimal (RIgney, 196102" Such

,observations might suggest that technicians are illogical or feckless

in their work,yhich is ncit so. The situation resembles that which

is fottind in the psychology of reasoning. When intelligent peopae are given

syllogistic problems to solve, many errors and incorrect inferences

29
4
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. will be found. On clbse examination, however, many of these mistakes

,are largely due to the artificiality of the sillogism and to the

sUbject's unfamiliarity with therway,that English terms iike "or" and

"some" are used.in logic (Johnson, 1972). When corrected and

practiced, and especially when syllogisms are cast in a familiar or

"rear'context, subjects are indeed quite logical. Going back to the

troubledhooting.context, the frequent near randomness of a search-,

pqttern is largely due to a valgue and incomplete conception of the

basic system, and of the measurements made upon that system. An

additional bit of evidence on.this point comes from the Bayesian

fault-locator study mentioned above (Rigney, 1968). In an extension

of that research, technicians were required to construct their own

- subjective symptom-malfunction matrices. To do this, they entered

their estimates of the relationship between a reading at aftest point

and a possible malfunction in each component cell. Then, taking

these subjective estimates as probabilities, the Bayesian comparison

routine was run again. It was learned that while most technicians are

not "good Bayesians," even on their own subjective matrices, their

search does,proceed rather well, if inefficiently, and would locate

troubles eventuallyp ;albs matrices wagon= .enzaa. Again the

conclusion is rather strong: It,is the information base, rather than

the search algorithm, or search efficiendy, that best predibts success.

For an overall picture of technician activities, Table 1 gives a

breakdown fram one set of experimental observations'(Rigney et al.,

I968). The table is fairly discouraging. Most of the time (58.7%),

these troubleshooters did not have the malfunctioning unit included

441v

30
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in their set of "possibles." About 10 per cent of the time, the

eluipment was classified as fully operational, even though the

malfunction persisted; and about 13 percent.of,the time the trouble .

already had keen repaired, but the technicians didri't recognize thatfact.
Technician' s--State

Perfect hypothesis set

Malfunction properly suspected,
but hypotheses imperfect

Malfunction not included in
hypotheses

,

Equipment judged all right
despite.malfunction

Malfunction actually rspaired
but'not known

Table 1

A

Total Time
(min.)

% of Total Time

52.3 1.3

666.3 16.5'

2,278.8 58.7

405.0 10.0 ,

546.0 13.5

A recent program of research by Rouse (1978) has been directed to

human search behavior in digital networks. The subject faces an

arrangement bt AND gates, same of which are good, and some ct which

axe not operatinp. As in the Bayesian search comparison mentioned

previously, subjects did not perform optimally, but they were superior

to a brutelforce &Parching scheme, and they °Quid te aided by special

software. ilhen network size was increased, performance deviated

further from-optimal. TWo incidental results from Rouse's work are

intriguing to the psychologist. One of these f ings wan that self-
.

'pawed initial training can transfer positively a forced-paced test
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situation. Another disCovery was that the unaide,subjects did notA%-s
seem to appreciate the diagnostic value 4 a "gOod" teSt at a node

(node not failed). This observation is similar to Wason & Laird's

evidence,on the Bodus tollem fallacy in hugan reasoning, wherein

sub3ects also did not realize the meaning of information that dipd not

directly support the hypAhesis under review (Wason & Laird, 1968),..

ThuS
. .

"In our fault diagnostic contex"his idea means that humans
have difficultyoin effectively'utilizing a test that indicates .

some"component has net failed (Rouse, 1978).

This is one instance where a troubleshooting experiment can be inte-

grated nicely with cognitive psychology.

Rasmussen and Jensen 11974) 'watched Danish technicians working'on

real equipment in atomie powerplants. They hoticed that technicians

hid a tendency to "do something," rather thin to "reason it out,"

hence troubleshooting performances often look busy but inefficient,

when.gauged by optimal-test standards. As many-other researchers
%

haVe noted, there Were frequele ".... rapidsequences of good-bad

,checks on actual signals against normal signals." MWst of the

observed per'ormances could-be classified as being either

topographic, functional search, or evaluation of a fault. In a

-bopographic trouble'shooting attempt, the technicianfmay "lose" a good

signal in, say, an amplifier. The amigifier itself, andthe'paths in

and out of it, would then be explored. Functionarsearch proceeds on

a "failed function" basis. Thus, if a TV picture is low, one might

consider first the circuits that control the vertical deflection

plates. A person whaevaluates,a fault derives information from the

3 2
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fault it. f, without explicit localikation. A *fuzzyl video signal is

often due to ripple in the mai'n supply, and so ihe voltage regulators

may not be doing their job, when this symptom appears.

If one of Rasmussen's techniciahs ças stum0ed, he might pause, .

and then during the break in performance have some.fresh,ideas a6out

things to do,. At- several places in the analyses, the disparity
gt.. _

between "engineerfng thinking" and technician woie.methods was

emident. The engineer often wants an intellectual understanding of

the trouble/ and vretionale'for its associated.parametric changes
-

throughout the hardware. On the other hand, the technician's tibial is

to find thip trouble, and considerations of the logic or elegance of

the solutidh are secondary. This is not to say that techhicians
1

cannot admire an ingenious search scheme, tut their focus i6 usually

quite practical, and redundancy 40es not bother them at all.

wescourt and Hemphill (1978) studied computer program debugging

in both expert and novice programmers. The expert may indeed have a

better general strategy than the novice, but his most important..

capebility is specialized memory foritertain program behavior

characteristics, that is, he has a large "library" cl experience Which
#

often enables him to bypass the usual deductive wocesses. A novel
4*

A. feature of the Wescouit investigation was the explicit recognition

that Aranced programmers oiten knadngly write ifidbrrect programs,

findin4 it easier to debug than:to perform the logical analysis

necessary for correct coding..

A great limitation of much behavioral research in the

electronics tioubleshooting area is tbat very simple circuits and
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equipment are employed as the performance vehicles. With the
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exception.of the Rasmussen study and a few others, the academic

reseaechers have stayed with simple DC circuits, Ohm's Law, and

similar engineering rudiments that are easily analyzed. The people

who have really faced up to theipig prime-equipment problems are

those who were under contract to prodmce a bpecific aid or training

system, and to demonstrate it on an item of operational complexity.

Actually, major troubles may require a very lengthy analysis. Anyone

who does not believe this should consult Caffron's account of ap

advanced troubleshooting problem in a system made up of standard IC

chips.. Some thirty pages of technical discussion are required\to

explicate the test rationale (Coffron, 1979). Even a proceduril
1 ,

guide,to this task would take several pieces of paper.

Another big gap in behavioral research on troubleshooting is the

near-absence of data on just, how the technician codes, remembers, and

retrieves information ibout prime equipment. Researchers often

focus too much on the outcome of the performance, such as,the time to

solution, or success or failure in finding a trouble, when they

should be watching the process. Electronics material is abstract,

and that is one reason why it is so difficult to learn. What imagery
A

and analegies can be used in visualizing the relationships in an AC

circuit? There are some hints from mnemonics, aiid we know that .

making-abstract material meaningful, or coding items into a story

line can facilitate memory; but do subjects use such techniques? And

could they easily learn to use them? We.knao that years of intensive

practice, say in engineering school, can produce grpat fluency in

34
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certain basic circuit relations, but we have few tricks to facilitaie
A

0
or to rt-cut such long exposure. There are learning.difficulties,

too, in going from qualitative to quantitative Appreciation of

relations. SupposeL you are displaying the several'currents and

violtages in an amplifier stage. Each little current can be' sown

, different color, and these currents can then be discussed separately

under the operating conditions of the circuit, as in the remarkable

Adams series of textbooks (Adams, 1966). If a component has changed

slightly in valuer-though, the troubleshooter eventually may have to
1.

perform quantitative analysis; perhaps 3/11 sets of equations. How

does 'bis bridging from the qUalitare to die quantitative come

about?' Again, what imagery can support the performer? In other

'settings, Bruner (1965) has shown how ingenious and concrete imagery

schemes can make abstract and difficult ooncepts accessible to

children. For instance, children can appieéiate the concept of,the

am.

energy quantum We need sorref this ingenuity to support troubleshooter

cognition. Thpre is same evidence that the abilityto bring up vivid

voluntary images can aid in peoblem solving, through its association

with "independence of judgement" (Richardson, 1969). A related

co6nitive hint comes from Rowan (1965), who tested a programmatic

approach to solving algebra word problems:

"...The program 'translates' thb void locciblems, step by step
into algebraic equations. A nuMber of algebra students do
the smme. But other youngsters first translate the English
prose into a 'picture of the physical situation and then
translate this representation into equations. And those who
perform thisr.indirect rather than direct translation prove
to be more powerful problem solvers."

This conclusion might appay directly to the circuit analysis domain;.
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good Circuit analysts Should be those who can originate a clear picture

of circuit actionS.

When subjects are presented with a logically simple trouble-

shooting problem, and can approach it from either a "Iwork saving" or

"probabilitY" standpbint, they initially perform easy stage checks,-

gradually shifting to the more .1),,ikely but more difficult kinds of

testing. At least they did so in the Detambel and Stolurow (lp57)

experiment, when work was represented by the number of screws.in the

lid ok each component, and probability was the likelihood of a

malfunction. As in the' other work cited, there were feuroptimal

troubleshooters. A:similar setup, but with more units, was uied by

Dale (1959). His display hacinineteen electric sockets, one.of which

was defective. AlOar as the subjects knew, there was no particular

arrangement between the sockets: About a third searched randomly,
4

but some used a stepwise pittern. When the subjects were told that

the current ues flowing through the nineteen stages, and that the

malfunction could interrupt the current flow at any point, subjects

were more systeiatic. As expected, the more informed subjects were

more efficient.

Neimark (1967) used a problem,b7d equipped with shutters which

could control viewing of test information. The optimal half-.splii

strategi showed up again here, although few people-applied it

sttictly. Some subjects uncovered good information on the first

look, and therefore tended to become "gamblers." These peopae woUld

eventually shift to a more systematic and conservative scheme,

however, if their garbling did not pay off. The results again

36
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4.

indicate a'general rationality, but not optimality, in search

behavior.

for some complex tasks, knowledge hiearachies can be defihed.

*Gaane pt al., (1961) took as the terminal behavior the capability of

finding formulas for the sum of n terms in a number series. 'This

terminal behavior was broken down into prerequisite behaviors, and .

ttIese were then arranged in an ascending qeries, which were taught

one level at a time. The final or highest level was not attempted
1

until all the prerequisite behaviors Caere mastered. Most offthe

empirital studies of this learning-hierarchy approach use "clean"

mathematical tasks., apd In'those cases the data are predicted well

from the stratified-skill arrangement (Gagne et al.. (1961). While

most training courses do assume prerequisites and cumulative

knowledges, a logically engineered hiearachy does not guarantee
4.

learning efficiency, and may even hold up progress (Merrill 1065;

Johnson, 1972). Subjects. can learn "from the tip down," and can

riaster Itaaer-Ilevel skills while working,gn the higher levels. It is

still true, Oi courie, that ap same point the laaer-level

capabilities will have'to be developed. The learning hierarchy idea

has not been fully been evaluated in troubleshooting of real

eguipoint, though hierarchies were defined fOr a fairly involved DC

circuit problem (gollmer it Bond, 1975).

COgnitive styles can sothetiMes predict aspects of intellectual

pextormance that cannot be explained by aptitude and experience. Cne

style feature is the way that a problem solver gathers information

abaft hiS problem. In Gaier's (1955) Air Force study, trainees who

`a
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prefereed to seek principles rather than facts performed better in a

mechanics course. Gardner & Schoen (1962) found a stable style of

cognitive control in their free-sorting test situation. Some

sUbjects made sharp andfigenuine cognitive differentiations when

arranging a set of items, while others merely listed concrete,

features, and did little "real thinking." Interiestingly, this

"differentiating" cognitive style was independent of general
.

,intelligence. Perhaps it could be'confirmed in a troubleshooting

domain, and could help to explain the wide individmal differences in

eventual performance, among technicians who are el selected on

general intelligence. Similar expectations might apply to the Witkin

4-

"field indepenence" concept, since pecpie scoring high on that

variable-tend to achieve figdie concepts readily, and" to perform well

on the c1assicJ. problems of Duncker and Maier (Davis & Klausmeieg,

1970). Nearly all of the cognitive style variables pioposed so far

are of guestiolable utility, insofar as reliability anoU

generalizability are concerned,,but:they offer some intriguing

research possibilities.

As mentioned earlier, negative information is not employed in the

same way as positive information. Wason's (1960) rebearch is a good

illustration. In asking College students to generate a rule from a

number series, he iAistructed .;.."You will be given three numbers

which conform to a simple rule that I have in mind Your atm is to

discover this rule by writing down sets of ;three numbers, together

with reasons for your choice." A significant finding was that the

sUbjects seemed to avoid negative or disconfirming examples that

et.
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could eliminate a given hypothesis.- Campbell's (1965) experimeht was

along the same line. It presented word problems wherein the letters

Of the words were replaced by other letters. If the letter

sUbstitution had to be done indirectly, by erimination, then-the

problems were more difficult. Johnson (1972) interprets such results

in terms of information load:

"...There is an upper-limit to the amount of information that-
the individual can handle, and th.h as he approaches this limit
he makes errors. Presumably, he retains the information that
first comes to.himvhile taking in new information tobe
related to it. If he can relate the new information directly
to what is being retained', solution is easy. Bit if he must.
transform the new information, as fram negative to affirmative,
or werse the crder, or change the subject, the total load may
appfoach his capacity and errors tay occur."

The Positive-negative logical disparity in human processing can

aiso be demonstrated by timing the performance on specially-

constructed items. The statement "seventy-eight is an odd number"

-can be answered quicker than the negative co rt "fifty.-seven is

not'an even number." AS Johnson (1972) observes, such items can be

written in completion form, and again the positiVe statement is

evaluated sooner. Jones (1966) showed that subjects can mark "3, 4,

7, 8" faster that they can mark "all numbers except 1, 2, 5, 6."

Perhaps the ultimate in timing technology in this domain was achieved

by Trabasso (1967). He gave one subject 32 selection rules about two-
,

part-figures that were systematically varied in size (large or

small) and col6r (orange or green). A rule was phrased in terms of

logical "and" (conjunctive) or logical "or" (disjurictive). A rule

like "orange and oraplige" was verified faster (.634 secs.) than,

"orange and not-green" (.736 secs.), and "not green and not green"

3 9
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took .624 seconds. Trabasso then assumed thiit thesetime differences
i.

were dUe to-a basic transformation time. Thus, "orange and not-

green," though logically equivalrt to "orange and orange," took

about'a tenth of a secOnd longer because one transformation was

required for the not-green term. TWo transformations ("not green and
*

not-green"), wculd add another tenth of a second. Perhaps such

transformation times ate basic parameters of human information

precessihg capability. As far as we know, nobodyshas meaSured them

in troubleshooters.

Conditional reasoninsinvolves same kind of if-then contin-

gency. Here again, many logical eriors are observed when-people are

asked to process conditional statements. 'Ale fotmat structure can be

expressed in P Q.form, as follows (Johnson, 1972):

If X is a fish, then X can swim

X is a fish,

Therefore, X can swim

P

Nearly everybody perceives this as a valid argument. But the

following fallacy is also perceived as-valid:

If X is.a fish, then X can swim p

X can swim 0

Therefore, X is 0 fish 1) .

One trouble with the conditional is that the subject may put

temporal or causaZmeaningqnto a structure which is supposed to be

strictly iogical.. English wordiPlike if and then hav a distinct .

time and order flavor about them. Also,. the same diffiilty with

114*

handling negation in ordinary logic is found with conditional

40 r

go.
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falsity.' Waktn's (1968) denonstration involves only four simple
0

cards, but it Shows the logical and psychological Skeleton 9f:the,

ccmditionala The four cards have Di 3, 14 and-7 on their respectpe,

'faces, and the sUbject is asked to evaluate the validity of the rule:
*

if there is.a D on one side of any card, there is a 3 on the other

side. Which awls should be turned over? The corlect answer is D.

and 7. In the event, everybody selected D, because if there was.a 3

on theother side the rule wo6ld be violated, but it was much more

v

iffiCult for people to.see that 7 was the only other choice that :

d invalidate the rule. Many people turn over the' 3 card, and

even . ter hearing the answer and having it explained,,some sUbjects

do not feel right about it. Johnion-Laird and WaAn (1970) think* ''.

that the difficulty stems from the incomplete "truth tables" Which,'

,irellela by most people, and.fr their set foretruth rather than for
,

If the arguments are presented in a "practical setting',"

say with real objectsv'then the logical errors decrease sharply. As
.

far as We know, there have been no systematic studies of the

"negative logic" in human troubleshooting.

This review, brief as it is, has given a glimpse of behavioral -

research that is relevant to troubleshooting. Taken together, people

who work on troubleshooting programs and devices seem neyer.to refer

to it, Humrro's conclusion.irceicver twenty years ago still holds:
,

.11

"...the study of human problem'scaving, coneept formation,

probability learning, and so forth, has provided little..data of

Ammediaie use to the researCher in electionic troubleshooting, bui

has provided certain limits as to important variables.." (ciehl
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1957). Rather little of this work has influenced the practical design

of equipments, cokirses, ana troUbleshooting prbcedures. Occasionally
4

one will find an engineer who has heard of the half-split.notion, and

. some conception of a learning hierarchy is discernible in many lesson

plans: But such items as nmnemonics for electronics," "story coding"

. :for memory, cognitive' sytle, and huMbn procelling bf conditionality

and falsification,are apparently not recognized outside of

psychology. This could be due simply to interdisciplinary ignorance,

but.then it ig very difficult to take a cor[ception such as 'cognitive

style, or "imagery-supported electronics," andto develop it into

.something useful for the real troubleshooting domain. Suppose one

wished to'match a military troubleshooting aid or training device to...)

an individual4s cognitive style. There would havey. be a lot of

psychometric work, difficult field trials, and long-term commitment

from operational camMands. Instead of going through all this, the

praciical operator might ask his technologists to set up the '

P

troubleshooting task so.as to reduce the impact of cognitive style on

the seardh task. That is exactly what the aiders have done. If the
161,

Ws and supports are effective, then Andividbal vaxiance in

processing skill will be minimized, or at least reduced. We have

already noted that "concretizing" the P's and Q's of logic problems

will tend to,reduce the.logical errors, to improve performance

generallyvond to make the,task more routine for everybody. The

practical trainirig and operational executive wants this kimd of
4-

aiding, rather than an academic explication of the factcrs underlying

the performance when the aiding is not present.
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Edgital systems bring special problemi and opportunitie. to ihe

behavior analyst. A large digital systerri is an assembly of xany

copies of a few standard units. There are only about a dozen Imsic

logic functions such as AND, OR, tiCs4 or NAND. Each of these

functions has a logical truth table, and can be realized in hardware

by means.of various technologies. Usually an item such aTs an OR gate

is encapsulated as a small integrated circuit. Operating

sedtiofts ct a system can then be put together by an array of the

simple functions. For instance, information whiCh is coded in.four

binary digits as CO.s and l's can be converted to decimal form by

means of 8 inverters and 8 NAND gates, and the whole converter can be

smaller thafi a letter, or even a dote, on this page (Coffron, 1979).

Understanding a digital system seems to be a psychological

challenge for many people. It takes some time to get used to the

many logical O's and lls that are processed and transferred about.

Sihce transistors, resistdts, and diodes are often employed in.the

circuits, the student also must knowienough electronics to folIdW the

current Statei in a bistable device or an operational amplifier.

Often, tilere is not much imagery to assist human memory in holding.:

the big logic array0in mind. The digital system with its abstract

desigrk may seem to be austere and counter-intbitive.

Digiial components such as itounters and shift registeis are

driven by special clocks, and so the timing ii extremely.pritical.4

The.clean and definite nature Of the signals, and cl the flirflop

circuits, means that a timingtiagram of signals an0 events in a

circuit can be very precise. A timing layout may show free-rumning



clock pulses running along a top line, with real time going io the

right. Below'this,there could be many other event lines, which show

preset, clear, and output-synchronous el/ants. Such diagrams seem not

to be very memorable, however, and the meaning of all the time

intervals can quickly be forgotten. Furthermore, unless every event

is understood ai some physical action level, the diagram miy be

useless in a real trouble search, and the technician can get lost in

a jumble of'microsecon&duration events. The cognitive problem in digital

electronics seems to be somewhat similar to that of the computer.

programmer (br debugger) who must at once understand a complex'program

at a global ltvel, yet be able to deal with the most minute aspect cl

one CT more individual instructions.

There is another type of intellectual effort that is required of

any electronic Xechnician, and particularly so of one working on,

a digital system. A quote from an engineering text will give the

flavor:

n When we look at the overall system....we see feed-b4ack
loops, DAC's, LED displays, and digital counters.... The
troubleshootec must develop the ability to separate in his .

thinking the,individual subcircuits from the complete
'circuit or system. This is a mental separation at first for
the purpose of understanding the small circuit and large.
system operation. The second step will .be to apply the
mental separation to the physical hardware to accomplish the
task of troubleshooting." (Coffron 1979).

Again, this "mental separation" depends on a detailed

appreciation of circuit functions and inter-relations, at'

some level. In fact, someone who could troubleshoot each little inib-

circuit would probably not need much further oapability td do the

wtple thing. There is a bdg picture, of course, but'wcrking inside
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tile big pdcture depends on many little perceptions which are .

accurate. One training strategy, wbich is often used in the computer

industry, is to teach just enough electronic theory'for the

technician to understand,the dozen basic logic funtions in digital

processOrs, or perhaps only that set that he "has to know about," in

order to use the aids furnished to him.

There are special problems in the location of inteimittent

faults, and the process of finding thei is just,beginning tombe

modeled (Varshney, 1978). Many such faults emerge only under certain

conditions of age, timing, and adVerse operation. Tti, necessity for

finding interMittents.is one of the most challenging problems the

technician faces now, and thiswill probably continue into the

future. From theoretical considerations, .the "memory" required for

intermittent troubles will be found partly in thd technician's head,

and partly in his aids. No behavioral research has been done in this

$

If the troubleshooter of the immediate future will indeed be

primarily a highly-skilled uSer of complex procedures and aids, then

information about the way thatjamagum,are learn4 should be useful

impreparing such people. Again, there are promising ideas and

hints frau academic research, but not much that is easily app1iegilL

Nonnan (1978), for example, says that the common sense notion of

repeated practice as the key to learning may be largely erroneous.

*Instead of endless repetition, learning often proceeds better if a

*story line is mapped onto the new material, cc if mnemonics and

visualization can be utilized. A, well-learned complex procedure can

15
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give the performer,a plarlike experience of "flow, which can be

intensely satisfying (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975). Norman believes that A

student should know more about-his own psychology of learning, and

about the way he responds to practice schedulei, feedback, and the

arrangement of materials. White (1959) points out that being able to

do things well gives one a feeling of "effectance," of being in

control oi one's actions. Since White's effectance idea requires
ft

that the performer have some opportunity for originating parts of a

task saquence, the designers of future trouble-shooting aids might

well program certain possibilities for individual choice into their
t

complex test routines. The best troubleshooting aid mdght be one

which has just the aght amount of cognitive novelty for the. person

using it!

It is well known'that there are ways to memorize very large

.quantities of data by utilizing "peg-woed hooks" as in the Furlik

memory system (Logan, 195.6). Even if a large table of symptom-

function relationships were memorized, howe0er, the.problem of

correctly exploiting thoe data would remain. Considering the ease of

substituting paper or microcircuitry for human memo0, the pursuit of

.memory enhancement, without understanding, seems unattractive.

LI

4
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goqipeering g Plaintaippble 2igem

People who have worked on human factors problems in complex

equipment often have disparate views of the world, but on oni issue*

. they are almost universally agreed: almost never is sufficient.

attention given to "people problems" in the design of a new prime

equipment. A little-Aflection and observationyill suggest why this

is so. In the itandard R.& D s.cenario, a scientist or engineer has

a bright idea, for a new.hardWare item. After some company-funded

preliminary work a proposal is made to NASA, FAA, or a military,

service. Contracts are let, and the development cycle begins. In

the early stages, nearly the total emphasis is on engineering

,.feasibility, and such matters as packaging, logistics, and ease of

maintenance always "can be taken care of later." Since the equment

is complex and is challenging the technical limits, there.11 be

many problems,in getting out a working prototype, tod-by tn there
7

probably will_be time and cost overruns. If the hardware conception

is basically valid, then a short time before delivery some attention
t

will be given to.support functions, and the maintainability

specialist and other support people will be allowed.to look at the

project. By then, though, radical design changes may be expensive or

impossible, and quick fixes may be attempted. Once more, an

incomplete system goes into service.

.0k course, there can be strong persons along the derlopment

, trail who insist on maintenance considerations all the way: Ai

mdlitary procdrement deslis these are oiten people who have had to use

new equipment in the Qeld, and wtx) are sensitiiye-to the problems.
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But thepersons with the technological ideas ar4 ullikngineersA

and scientists who perceive the main challenge as one of innovative

design. They get,their satisfactions, and their reputations, from

the design activiiies.c The program mariagers on the other hand, have

budget and delivery schedules in mind, as well as acceptance tests

and field trials. A lot of money and prestige is riding on the basic

project feasibility. In these circumstances,. maintainability is just

another secondary support irritation to worry about.

There is a "design side" to maintainability analysis, and
4.

there is a "system availability" side. Availatility is often

expressed as a joint measure of reliability and.maintainability.

Thus, if reliability is denoted by Mean Time Between Failure (MIBF)

and if maintainability is measured as Mean Time To Repair (MICR),

then Availability (A). can be expressed as a simple ratio;

JIM
A = ?IMF - + MT

Formulas like this 'can te computed, graphed, and extended

mathematically in many ways. As just one exampae, MTTR is often

assumed to follow a log-hormal distribution, and under this

assumption the likelihoods of certain availability levels may be

computed. Equations like this can show cleprly the tradeoff between

reliability and maintainability, and it is no doubt interesting to
I (.

work out graphs relating availability' to various numbers of

4
& D dollars. But such formalips are rather empty, because they do

not tell what =it in brder to achieve a given level of availability.

Hence we do.not pursue the availability.question here, except,to say

that we have almost never seen a udlitary service hold a manufacturer

4 8
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to the availability promised in the original proposal...

The design side of maintainability engineering is a much richer

and more useful discipline. It encourages the formulation of an

explicit.maintenance policy, it gives specific design rules which are

(sometimes) behaviorally based, and it can stay close to.the work

that must be performed. Wheri fully.implemented, a maintainability
II

effort staets with the maintenance concept for a given prime

equipment. The concept defines levels of maintenance, the

arrangements for support by mobile and depot facilities, the nuMber

of operationaliand mOntenance installations, spare parts facilities,

and other system requirements. There will also be a repair policy.

A system can be designed to be nonmaintainable, partially repairable,

ot fully repairable (a nonmaintainable item is not repaired, tot

simply replaced by a spare). A partially repairable system will have

some assemblies which are throwaway items, while others will be fixed

when they fail. Ideally the maintenance concept will be complete,

that is, actual behavior constraints required at the different levels

will be fulWdesignatqd.

Subsequent steps in a good maintainability program will go on to

tradeoffs?design assistance and review, and the demonstration of a

maintenance capability (Blanchard & Lowery, 1969). .Cbeck-lists and

hardware evaluation sheets are'dioed to score each equipment item. In

a lane project, there will be much paper related to design

recommendations, and regular maintainability meetings.- The final

demchstration is often two-phased. The first one takes.ppice at the

contractor's facility and uses contractor personnel; the second is

a

49



held in the user's environment such as A Navy ship; with the user's

people in charge.

It is surprisingly diffibult to prove the.utility of a

maintainability program. There are many case studies and

illustrations of the presumed benefits of redesigning an equipment'

for ease of maintenance. A favorite textbook example is an Army
S.

field radio, which had many arbitrarily designed and located switches

and dials and controls on its front panel. To operate or check the,

original radio, a technician had to explore the entire panel. The

task sequence was made more regular, allowing the\operator to start

at the top and work clockwise around the front panel. Readout dials

and test points were made more legible, and the switches were
%

,enlarged and shaped so they could be discriminated by a gloved hand

.hm,the dark. Inside the box, a partial rearrangement of wires and

parts was done, so that the electronic states were more clear-cut ts

the repairman, and use of clips and clamps hastened the removal of

pdrts. Yet, nobody ever really proved these improvements resulted in

better field usefulness of that radio.

Maintainability design and plannin4 effort should be considered

as a necesiary but insufficient condition for good troubleshooting.

The.cognitive load on the technician is the key thing. It does

not help the techniqtan much to"have an accessible test point if ihe

meaning of thel6ltage at that place is obscure, or if he does not

kno.; which voltage to look at. Vit would argue for a basic behavioral

reference for many of the design proposals made by maintainability

people.
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Maintainability programs rarely admit a fact which is obvious to

others: sometimes the corrective maintenance technician has an

impassible task. One Navy air-search radar, forexample, coulenot

be maintained by typical technicians. The system was extremely

complicated. Designed just before the integrated-circuit

technological revolution, it had several cabinets jammed full of

subsystems. Some of the test sets accompanying it were novel, and

difficult to use. The manuals were beautifully bound but

impenetrable to the average technician. Spares were often very

expensive, which made a throwaway policy untenable. A graduat

electrical engineer might have kept the radar going with months of

specific training an -it, no other duties to perform, and a 4g parts

budget. Here was a total operational failure, yet the

maintai bility documents and field advisories kept coming in a

(3steady flow, both from thetmanufacturer and the.Washington bureaus.

Nobody ever said, out loud, that the system was not maintainable.

The point is Obvious: real troubleshooting in the services is often

done by people who have a year or less in a military technical school

.and same months in the field, and Illere are many items they simply

cannot service. When the maintainability and planning documents do

deal with human capabilities, the reference is often to formal school

levels cc ratings, with assumptions of capability in the higher

enlisted rinks. The assumptions are often wrong; many first class

Ws are not fiist class troubleshooters.

Why is so much equipment plainly unsatisfaceory from an
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elementary design standpoint? Do the engineers not know of out

maintainability design guides and review procedures? What about the

Oesign suggestions we have catalogued--are they seriously inadequate

or incomplete? Maybe the best answer is that while maintainabilitY

guides and directives are.often known by and available to the

des6ner, there is not a sufficiently clear payoff to be bad from

consulting them in a systematic way. After all, much of the advice is

rather obvious: Keep it le, label things clearly, organiFe check

sequenclin a natural or write the manuals so users can

understand them, encase f agile parts in plastic. Glancing through a

set of homilies like tho a profess onal engineer might think he

was not getting anything ovel. haps an even more ba0c answer,

and a major key to event utli ation of the advice we do have, is

that maintainability people are staff people, and seldom have the

power se their arts onto a design:Ibis situation can change

n equipment must be maintainable, as in a submarine or a NASA
.

ce labbratory. Fortunately, human factors courses appear pore

frequently in engineering curricula, and are also popular in middle-

management military courses. Tbe most critical.pTessure for

application will come from the users. Unless that presstire is

applied, good maintainability engineering will continue to be very

rare.

SECTION III. AIDING AND TRAIN= THE mcumzsmarErt

Aiding 6once. =dm
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1

The techmanual is the original aid. It has always been provided

as a part of the prime equipment package. Much effort always goes

into it, and yet the tech manuals have usually been unsatisf#ctory to

the user. Maybe this is because there are many usersmaintenance

technicians, installers, operators, parts suppliers, field engiheers,

field change people, curriculum planners, and so on.

While the information in a manual may be correct, it may be

impossible for a typical user to find out just what he wants to

know. The troubleshooting sbction Of the manual was', and often still

is, not arranged well for a military technician who is trying to !find

and replace a faulty unit in the middle of the night.

Things are better when special trotibleshooting manuals are

produced, on the basis of behavioral considerations mid-) as these

(Rigney, 1970);

1. Content organization jhould follow the seouenecese grants
in the lob. The first things in the book should be the
first things the technician does as the search prtheeeds.
The technician works through the boAk whichpeommes
more detailed. .

2. The informatipp Resented stqadiv relevant to thetidb.
Thusea troubleshooter's manual should include only the
items that the individbal needs.

3. The level of discoprse should be approPriate t9 tho user's
technical knowl93og. A trained technician probably does
not know much electronics theory, and he cannot use an ,

engineer's course on theory of operation of the
particular system he is working on.now.

4. The information should be acqsAte. An idealized wave-
form in a manual may not be a good basis foc comparison
with a real wavi shape at a test point, It is
often surprisingly difficult, or impossible to obtain the
g "normal" parameters as shown in a nanuLl.' Failure to

in the reference indications can cause considerable
confusion for the technician. , ,

to
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5. The format sttould be convenigut tp tis.9. in, the usor's
egvironment. Manuals should be easy to carry, to read,
and to prop _up in cramped spaces. Sometimes a °manual"
could be something like a pack of plastic car& riveted
together at the corners, or a small device with slides
and wheels.

There are military specifications calling for such improvements,

of course, but the manuals still are produced by much thesame

process, and the same people, that produced the older inadequate

ones. .1)013 has devoteTiarge sums to manual ravement projects in

recent years, such as "new concept" projects in manual writing and

production Aglesch, 1979). These efforts are beginnimg.to have an..

,impact. A. most =mincing demonstration by Potter (1976) compared a

fully-proceduralized (FPTA) manual aO a logi6-tree manual (LTTA)

with a regular Technical Order (TO). Both new formats produced

better troubleshooting, less %%fasted parts, and positive acceptance by

the field people. This study used Air Force operational radar and

icomputer gear, and presented realistic fault-location problems.
No.

About title only disadvantages of the new formats were the higher

preparation costs, and the extreme necessity for avoiding errors.in

tir docipmentation (if a man following FPTA instructions is told to go,

td page 37 when he should go tp page 73,,he may be irretrievably

lcet.) Shriver'sanalysis of tke new presentation formats indicates

4

that they ,are all based on a si gle assumption:

'....experts can analyz the equipment, figure out what
shouitbe done to it ine ery possible situation, and .-

.

record this in Technical Manuals that even a novice can
, usp dorrectly" (Shriveri 1975).

.
\

Shriver goes' to state that\this concept is realized 61 means
,

. of four-techniques fo producing pontent (task analysis, behivioral

6
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t
cues at each step, etc:); and the appreciation of this contentiis

then enhanced by employing good readability and ditlay consAeratiops.

Shriver also observes that the technician may only need system

understanding at a block level, and not at an electron level. This

accords well with the evidence that electronrlevel knowledge is not

well retained
.

following academic training.'

Hand-held Aids

In this category, we think of items like the flow diagram for the

, "B-7 fire control" (Morgan, et al., 1963), and the Experimental FaUlt

Locator (XFL) troubleshooting wheel, developed by Rigney and Framer

, at BTL (Rigney, et al#, 1965). 'Morgan's diagram offered a clear

functional layout of test points and line replaceable units, and al
..".

furnished a sequence of checks to follow. Rough but effective test

tolerances were also provided. For example, the guide says that at a

testpoint the "wave shape is not critical:" but the absence of a

signal, or the presence of spurious oscillations, does indicate a

malfunction. This is just the kind'of information that'a technician

needs, and can use.

kFL wheel is a circular paastic device, similar to a circular

slide rule; it contains a symptan-malfunction matFix for. a Navy

transceiverp'along with'an al4orithm for selecting ihe next front

panel test to perform until the fault is ized. The device thus

'unburdees the technician in two respects: mçr i for the malfunction-

stplificant symptOms, andthe formulatiOn of siarch paan

for nathwing d9wn the fault. Radio operators, who had-no'training

in maintenapce work, were able to use the XFL.in a few hours, and
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could localize faults inserted in the equipment. This findingapt

only indicated the value of the aid, but also confirmed our general

thesis that, if an adequate next-step sele6tion aid is available to a

technician, good troubleshooting behavior can be expected.,

Many other hsand-held devices like these two have been invented,

and some have reached the fiela. The original research studies

almost always show the effectiveness of such items, but somehow the

aids themselves rarely become widely distributed and utilized. Coe

thing is certain: One cannot simpay develop a device, send it to a

Navy ortAimy field unit, and aLume it will be employed. The field

peopli he;ve to be prepared'for the device, they have to beL trained in

its application, and most important ct all, they have to feel a need

for the things that the device can do. .

Perhaps one reason that aiding devices are not widely seen on the

job is that they have been somewhat resistant to updating. The aid

may for instance, not take account of field changes in the

particular prime equipment. If the technician tries to use it, and

encounters an error or omission, he may fwisely) discard the whole
41.

thing, when actually it would wcsk most of the time. We love often

heard technipians say that a new tech manual or other job aid is "no

good," but subsequently close questioning indicated that the.item had

never been given a fair trjal. Simetimes an outside observer gets

the idea that technicians in the field are too suspicious of schemes

and devices which are provided to them. It is hard to say how much of

this rejection is due to previdus experience with really inadequate

materials, and how much is due to the field person's need to maintain

6
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his own discretion and control over-his work. What cannot

be ignored is that something about the field environment presents

serious difficulties to the succrsful introduction of a job aid.

Right now, the most'exciting hand-held aid possibilities are

those involving micro-computers, especially those termed
C.;

programmable calculators. In 1979 technology, a small !woozy cube

(read-only memory or ROM) about a half-inch on each side; holding

nearly a thousand program instructions, plugs into the side dr a

small hand-held computer. If desired, a light printer can be

attached.' The whole thing weighs only, alew pounds, is ultra-

reliable, and costs less th'an 400 dollars. Special-purpose ROM's

approximately the size of sugar cubes,'.can be produced econamiCally

in quantities over a few hundred. Thus, we envision a proliferation
.6

of this technology which transforms a genbral=purpose processor into

a special-purpose machine.

In addition to commercial appaications of this technology, Towne
1.

(1977) has implemented a detailed troubleshooting strategy for the

. URC-32 tranceiver, to demonstrate theipotential of guiding the

troubleahooter with a hand-held processor. The services have also

begun to emplcy ihis technology both in the schools and the fleet.

The latest development.in programmable calculators, the Hewlett

Packard 41-C; provides non-volatile memory, eliminating the need to

lCoad a program each day. And there'is a full alphanumeric dispaay.

This latter capabiliti allows a truly interactive program in which

user inputs are,cued by natural English words and phrases. While not

yet built into a programmable calculator, voice synthesizers and

57
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generators have been sufficiently miniaturized and mais-produced to

be incorporatd in the next generation of hand-held devices.

BMD Camuku Aida

The term "human-oriented" is used here to differentiate such

,systems from automatic test equipment, which is usually strictly

hardware-oriented. Until a fey years ago, "computer assisted"

usua/ly meant that an aid was driven by its own prime equipment.
4

When timeshare technology became cheap and reliable, it became

convenient to store maintenance charts and sequence information in a

master program which could advise the technician about the best next

test to perforth. A omplete system like this becomes a more or less

sophisticated page turner, which is based on a large network of

contingent.action-choiceglp. Though the concept seems simple enough,

setting up a practical program is a considerable task. A good

example is a special logic-tree program written in the MM..

Coursewriter langbage using the MN 1440-1410 computer and a 1050

student terminal for storage and display (Rigney et al., 1966). After

only an hour or so of computer-aided practice, a Chief'Radioman who

had never operated the URC-32 trallsceiver was able to work through

five trouble sequences on the real equipment, which was standing next

to the compute inal. All except one of these- problems Were

"deep":in the sense that th

interpretation of at least ten or

ired correct sequencing and ,

re tests .

This demonstration showed th t special languages like Course-'

. writer can be utilized quickly by electronics instructors who are not

trained programmers, and thattven a few hours of compuier-guided
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Ic

practice can Show interesting behavioral results. For each trouble-

shooting problem, however, a spec,.a..1 program had to be written in

order to provide a "trace" through the symptom-malfunction tree. To

generalize this guidance function, and to make it less problem

dependent, Towne and King of B1L produced the AXDE configuration.

AIDE accepts troubleshooting tre'e data from any prime equipment in a

standardized fOrmat, and furnishes analyses of "next best check,"

detailed task specifications, procedure lists, exercises in symptor

ifiterpTetation, exercides in equipment set-up, or simulated

maintenance problems. The unique goal of AIDE was to serve as a b.

performance aid, a training system, or some Mix of those.two

functions, as deterMined frcm a particular user's needs and experience.

At the moment, the AIDE demonstration data base stores 125 co/Or

micrographic inages and thousands of words of appropriate fault-

4locating software. This is enough information for a significant part

of a large radar .system. tor the complete radar systakperhaps 1000

images would be needed, but there would be nooadditional software or

comPuter memory.

Another advanced computerized aid is the IDGMDD Ddagnostic Test

Sett.. which was designed by DePaul.and his associates, as a means of

. meeting sixteen desirable attributes of a performance aid (DeFaul,

1979). The =MOD hardware is about the same Size as a 15-inch

portable 11V Qet. It,can proVide test sequences, rep.air parts

-listings, reliability data, interpretation of test readings, and so0

forth. The equivalent of 500.pages of manual, information can be

stored on dhe 5-1/2-ikch iloppy disk, which oan be accessed in



numerous,ways.
I.

U.

There is surely reason for optimism, then, on the-technology side.

of the-aiding question. The utilization o the ban&held computer,

with a special memory cube for maintenance, is on the way. And

slightly larger systems like AIDE and LOGMDD can store AM eliver an

immense amount of information, and can operate in several aiding and

training modei. These approaches can realizi all the behavioral

O -*fficiencies ;mortised by the fully-proceduralized manuals, in a more
r-

W. responsive format. .

A.9

.

"Make their schools apear to be outmoded or unnecesgary. These are

Certain problems in getting all this to the user will persist, *.

however. Over the near term, success or failure of the aiding

technology may depend heavily on the military's reaction to softer

problems of implementation, which are intrinsic to all large

organizations. Suppose a new aiding idea is developed, tested, and

reacV to be put into the field. Nobody greeti it with open arms. 2

The military field commander has long since adapted to marginal

performance as the standard, and he knows tHat he will: be gone before
4

any perceptible benefits will come from this new idea. There are

- large and unwieldy support bureaus who might%be threatened by the new

O idea. The training planners, lesson-writers, and school managers

aually will not be eager to help; they may fear that the aid will

conservative, entrenched, and powerful agencies; they have their own

departments for research and development, which it is in their

interest to preserve and expand. Tfiey will say, "Well, we're already

that." They will think the idea is intruding upon their
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Oomain, or they will want it to be implemented, if at allr.by a

section of their present organization; at a time convenient for

them. 0c, they may attempt to offer a "watered dOwn" version (Foley,

1978). They may claim that introduction of the new idea will cause

budget difficulties, or they may prevent access to research subjects

in training schools, because "....we have personnel quotas to

deliver."

Given such A conservative system, what can be done by the

#
. .

research community? One thing we can do is to stay closer to the

real Operational needs, and to make our demonstrations sharper, so

that the value of new methods is clearly cost-effective. Training

establishments and manual writers often concentrate on delivering

manpower quotas and staying within budgets. They are not necessarily

reinforced for golving the field/problems. Inaba (1979) put it

plainly enough:

"Liple attention is given to the usability of the
manuals or the performance capabilities of the

.

students....It a change is made and the technicians.become -

more pcoductive, the publications and/or training manager
dbnot share in the benefits--except possibly for a
cdmpliment."

4
But this means that somebody who gm concentrate on the real

operational problems may find that he can make an impact outside

the usual bureaucracy. A strong pcoject office, for example, is

often able to impaement quickly a new aiding notion, as part of a

hardWare procurement package. The maintenance oonclept for at least

tine Navy shipboard computer 'system was. thplanented in this way.

Automatic Test sigaratangl.
.Probably no single maintenance development has been so powerful,
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*and yet so Ineffective, as has ATE. A sophisticated ATE routine dan

sample hundreds of measurements in a short time; and can race through

a whale pce-launch sequence befcce a technician could get a meter out

of its case. Cften the ATE system really can locate iau1ts,1 some

program even pcint out an English statement of just what needs to be

done, and then "thank you" for doing the corrective work. Stiph

marvelous capabilities lead to a trap, however, by s gesting that

since--ATE Call del Stitta- 1t cati- 65- eVetythiticj-,and Skille-d human

troubleshooters will be unnecessary. This supposition is false.

)

Recent history.pcoves that ATE is extremelrulnerable to pcogramming

snarls, prime equipment inaccessibility, the software difficulties of

writing fault location routines, the incompatibility between

automatic snd manual test procedures, and so forth.

Many good analYses of ATE development issues have been published'

(e.g., Myles, 1978; Van Hemel, 1978; SETE, 1965): The overselling of

ATE capabilties still goes on, however. A recent exampae is the.

Versatile AvioniaShop Test 0Asal concept. This is an expensive

and comppx general-purpose test-system for avionics. The system is

an engineering tour de fgrce which really can help the technician.

But consider the follming gpote about the training of people who

use VAer (Van Bemelp/1979):

"The original concept.of VAST envisioned the use of an
operator with minimal training....This concept has been
shoal lacking because it anticipates a situation'in.which
the pcogram will be perfect. The machine will always
operate properly,,and documentation associated with the
testing process will always be up-to-date and correct.
Experience has shown that all of these factccs seldom
prevail in spite of the most stringent efforts....lbe
assumptions originally made concerning the VAST main-
tenance technician also suffered from the same inac-
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curacies as with the operator....this technician required
more training and experience to effeqively troubleshoot
the-complex VAST Isystem."

With enough money and effort, systems like VAST can be made to
AL

operate. But they seldom achieve theA expectations, and they can be

just another source of frustration to the field peopae because they

do not begin from a behavioral-requirement base. Indeed, an

interesting research project might be' an ittempt to appay human

factors ana-technician-behavior requirements to a complex ATE

system, during the design phase. As far as we know, this has not

yet been dons on a systematic scale.

TI
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Readers of this report will be familiarwith the otdinary

sequence of technical schooling.in thp Services, -and with the
A

staggering numbers of courses, schools, and students. The DOD is

probably the biggest schoolhouse in the world (Shriver: 1975). A

recent Defense Sciences Board (Alluisi, 1976) concluded that

St
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,technical training in the U.S. military was usually effective, and

one can accept that judgment. From a research standpoint, there are

surprising)* few thorough evaluations of the training system. There

are indeed many' body counts,. and schools Often send out

guestionrtires to-the using commands, asking for data bn the

proficiencies and deficiencies of.school graduates. Such information

is presumably_t;ied in modifying courses. When genuinp experimental

evaluations are carried out, though, they are often done in a context

of a special training item, such as an aircraft simulator. Since

tealistiC simulators are very expensive, it makes sense to find out

whether they really save time in the aircraft. In this particular

case, acceptable criterion measures can be defined, and the util/ity,

and eifen the cost-effectiveness, of a training device can be

estimated (Orlansky and String, 1976).

But with no criterion to guide most technicaktraining courses,

the usual curricular approach is to furnish general *theory"

information, with the expectation that this information will be the

basis for on-the-job specialization later (Shriver, 1975)/: It is

hoped the technician can then figure out what to dO, regardless of
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conditions. Certainly it works this ley someti-...a.s, but often it does

not. The theory which is learned, and most likely quickly forgotten,

may be so indirectly related to later activities as to.be irrelevant,

and there may be no direct training at all in the tasks that hust be

performed. Thepresent training system is beginning to respond to

suCh circumstances, although rather slowly. Inaba (1979)1otes,*for

instance, that the Navy has started to teach the manuals:

n
the

thcourqs.essentiallyleaas e stuaents....

through thimanuale(but) the emphasis on using manuals
in training has not really ,helped much because the
manuals are not usable. Once the student leaves the
training environment, the manuals are put back on the
\shelf again."1

The two main scientific difficulti s with Conventional training

courses seem to be (1) the lack of a criterion to assess the adequacy

of the teaching, so that the.system is not self-correcting; and (2)

the lack of a clear-cut behavioralrequirement underlying the

training plan. Instead, training plans begin with a set of

assumptions about background information that a pension needs, to be

able to learn on the job.

These two difficulties conceivably could be alleviated, by

research or by fiat. But there are administrative difficulties as

well. To repeat an earlier point, the military training system

is essentially a monopoly, with its own power and autonomy.- It does

not respond quickly to a new method or a new requirement, because it

,does not have to. Also, a training unit may not easily accept inputs

from, say, the aiding people or the manual writerse\in defining

course content or pcactice schedules.' The trainer may think thai

these other people want to eliminate training (Inaba, 1979), and so
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he may go ahead with his "general technical information" approach.

'After all, that was the way bi-i-oas taught, and the way he knows

best. Despite such 'conservatism, we should be slow to disparage

conventiOnal training.. It is often surprisingly difficult, for

instance, to improve upon conventional.training with advanced

educational technology, as is shown in the next

CAI-CMI Courses

Computers have been used asa practical scho-olaid

fifteen years. The first successful application of Computer Aided

Instruction (CAI) was the Suppes7Atkinson project at Stanford, which

gaRbari:thmetic and spelling lessons to young children, starting in

1965. The Palo Alto classroom had 18 student stations, each qne

'equipped with its own terminal. In military training, there have
4

been about 30 studies of CAI-CMI (Computer Managed Instruction)

effectiveness, and these have been collected and exhaustively

analyzed ty Crlansky and String (1979). Aiming their findings are the

following: 4

.

a. Effectiveness has been measured only by testiiig student
'achievement at school, and Mt. bil performance on the Iob.

b. Student achievement in CAI-CM1 courses is abotit the same
as that observed under conventional instruction:

C. CAI-CM1,Couries Save about 30 percent (median value) of
the time'required to finish the same course given under
conventional instruction; the time savings vary across
courses and situations.

d. Cost-effectivnesä of ma7cmi has not been conclusively
demonstrated, though same impressive "avoided cost"
dcalar savings can be claimed for the Navy CMI system.

These results, which are well documented in the Crlansky-String

report, should temper any excessiire enthusiasm for Chl-CMI courses as
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the keyNto technical training efficiency. OT course, the course
4

trials that have been reported may not represent the most advanced

technology available. Truly radeical chi-cva improvevents may await

better psychological information\Sbout the way students visualize and

absorb complex pl*sical and math tical relations, or the way they

learn a sequential procedure. Cle r scheduling of lessons or'real-

time monitoring of perforMance cannct suItitute for process

information:-about the learner.'

Two intriguing minor results.came the Crlansky-Striob

survey of military CAI-CMI. One of.these wa that C41 was about as

effective as CAI, in the saving of Student tr ining time. However.

CMI assistance odsts only five to seven carp r student hour,

whereas CAI costs a dollar or more per hour. Cn the basi$ of this

crude comparisonl, CMI is some thirty times as cost-effective as

CAI! CT course, there are difficulties with such a simple-minded

argument, but it V Still surprising that CAI should not do better

than CC.
t.

, Me other finding was that instructors were ofteh unfavorable to

both qi and CM. Many,Feople who woxk in the oomputer-aiding field

think they are 'helping the instructors. For example, the claim is

often made that by taking the drill-and-practice burden ctf the

instructoes shoulders, the computer makes his job easier, and allo4s

him to concentrate on more difficult conceptual teaching. illy, then,

are the instructors unfavorible, and are their negative attitudes dUe

to samething specific about the computer-aiding part of it, to

uniamiliarity with the Oystem, or to perceived loss of course.

e7
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control? The matter deserves dareful study. Regardless of how

- computerized a course ist-there always must be human instructors

around to load and run it, and to serve as consultants.

Umulator Trainers

Maintenance trainers and sinulators. are "poor sisters" in the

Page 60

simulator business. Kinkade (1079) points up the differences between

the way training simulators are obtained for a new aircraft, and the

Way they come aboilt for maintainers of-a new electronic device. In

the aircraft case, simulatdt Aelopment is initiat'edlearly in

procurement, and is often budgeted and evaluated at the smv tine as the

aircraft. The DCD aircraft community alshas become accustcmed-to

complex Ind eXpensive airckaft46imulators, with.the average.cost.

running over, a million.dollars (Orlansky & String, 1977)'. Of\bourse,.

such devices are often worth their high cost because of,the great

expense and troubie 9f operating real aircraft. Al a result oi these

circumttances, the NTEC Directory of Raval Training Devices shows
-05

over 70% devoted to aiicrew, 25% supporting other operator training,

.4 and 4jth less than 5% dedicated exclusively to maintenance

technicians. Furthermore, of those devices that are designated as

.technician trainers,

'.."....most are two-dimensional displays of system schematics,
or 'cutaway' models of system equipments. Very few provide
for 'hands-on' practice of technician tasks and these almost
exclusively involve iimulatipn of actlial system equipm4nts." .

ies, 'hae indicated ithat.Maintenance trafher simulators can
A

result in high savings, compared-to using the prime equipment

(Daniels i Cronin, 1975; Millr & Rockway,4975). Also, use of, mak

Prime quinentJas obvious limitations. The hardware-will require
.;

, At

V.
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4

"peaking up" between training sessions; it is difficult to dbierve

and score performances; the training model which is available may not

reflect the realities of field installation, and so forth., Sgveral

projects have designed complex maintenance simulator trainers, and

condubted same pteliminary evaluations. Among these is the Fault

Identification Simulator (FIS) used in an experimental course "for

automatic boilei control technicians. The device can show, in

graphic fashion, the symptoms of 23 different fault conditions. In

fact, all possible fault conditions resulting from a single component

failure in.the actual sybtem can be simulated in the PIS (Kinkade,

1979). This trainer also advises the students of incorrect repair

decisions about a non-faulty element. Since the simulator is driven

Oi a small computer, it can be programmed to reflect changes in the

dprime equipment. When tried out as part of an experimental course,

the class finished training in two or three-weeks, as compared to a

regular course duration of five weeks (the experimental class covered

the same material as the usual course, and even had more

.troubleshoofing-practice than in the old system). ;

tepherd et al., (1977) simulated the control panel layout of a
A

the:deal plant, and taught trainees how to recognize faults in -

three different ways: (1) a theory approa6h1, based on comentional

instructio0; (2) a rules model wherein subjects were given rules that

would help them infer failUres fiannthe panel array and (3) a "no
4

:story" or control group who receivedmo theoretical training. The

"ru1 es°41rouei'wes.better atde to diagnose unf,miliar faults (80%

acc4racy, vs. 65% ind 49% for theory and contrca). ,Ome conclusion is
.0
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worth quoting here,'Ifor its reiteration of a previous point:

"....there is little tO be gained try teaching 'theory'
alone. Although trainees in the 'theory' group initially
performed well on unfamiliar faults, their score, by the
final test, had deteriorated to a level not significantly
different from the 'no stdry' group."

The AIDE and =MUD systems, and other advanced aiding devices

with large memory, also can be used as simulator trainers. In fact,

pure (exclusive) training and pure performance aiding4hre rare

occurrences. Most training eiperiences involve same degree of job

support, and most supported performances rely on some degreee of

previous training.

Another training concept is the Generalized Maintenancetrainer

Simulator (51/rS) (Rigney et al., 1978). This systen,

was designed to give students intensive troubleshooting practice in a

simulated hands-on training environment. Its "simulational

bandwidth is cdnfined to conditions and operations necessary for

practicing fault localization, either from front panel information or

from data at test-points behind the front panel. GMTS adapts.readily

to simulate different kinds of eguipment, by accepting data bases

that describe functional and structural architecture. AS a trainer,

the GMTS functions automitically. Once a student signs on, he gets

instructions, his progress is tracked, and a detailed performance

record is kept. In a trial with 16 Navy technidians, practice with

the GMTS reduced average times to locate UHF malfunctions from 20

minutei to less than 10 minutes. Most subjects rated it favorably as.

;
Alearning aid (Mgr*, et al., 1076).

. The SOPHIE training system is one of the most "reactive* of the present



simulator configurations. Subjects carlochange component valueg in the

circuit under study, can propose hypotheses to an "articulate.expert",

and can play a "troubleshooting game" by predicting the effects.a.

inserted faults. Students respond very positively to thisplevning

environment (Brown, et a)..*1975). The simulated tutor usually provides

explanations of student mistakes. Some tutors even proceed in a

Socratic fashion, by challenging the student so that he corrects himself

(Stevens & Collins, 1977).

These several recent experiences with complex maintenance trainers

are most encouraging.. Apparently, special maintenance simulators are

able to teach teChnicians efficiently about malfunctions. We.believe

they work as well as they-do because of the clear explication of

symptom-fault Patterns, and because of the intelligibility appeal

,mentioned by Shriver (1975). Thus, they meet Duncan's suggestion

that, for,teaching trodble diagnosis, training simulators should

preserve the panel layout and also the "logical layout" of the
1...-

indicators (Duncan et al.,.1975b).

On-the-Job 'oinks !Qin
The leading research oil OJT is probably being done at the Rand

Corporation, where Carpenter-Huffman (1979) and others haVe been

Sarveying field units, instructors, inxl trainees. Many deficiencies

in present OJT practices ae rather to be expected: The training is

secondary to operational needs of the moment, an adequate instructor

nay not be present, there is a lack of supplies for training purposes.

There is also concern over the instructorrtype skills of the trainers

(Cagepter-Huffman, 1979);.
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,"The most common single complaint about OJT on the TRC
questionnaire was that those assi§med as trainer were
inadequate teachers."

Underlying these rather)inevitabli deficiencies are same

administrative causes. Military commnders,

....are not immediately rewarded for the quality of their
maintenance activities, leetlone their maintenance CIIT
programs. Instead, they and those they command are
penalized if documentation of progress in CUT does not
conform to the schedule set for it....pressures to come in
as eategorty 1 on the Readinest report often
destroy the validitY and u ulness of vehicle preventive
maintenance and operational readiries records .... On the
other hand, since progress in CUT is tied to the promotion
system, supervieors are under pressure to certify a person's

. competence whether or not the certification is warranted."

The Rand approach to CUT involves a more formal, explicit, and

reinforcable conception of CUT within operating units. Several

successful applications appear to follow this approach, including the

Navy FRAMP and the TOT (Task-Oriented Ttaining) projects in the Air

Force "Tactical Air Command. Though this area is perhaps not as

exciting as some of the new aiding concepts, it is receiving some

attention, and the main requirements have been identified.

Administrative decisions-will be the key factors, since the mdlitary

can have effective OJT if it really wants it.

SECI'ION IV. JOB DESIGN FOR THE $IRCUBLESHOOTER,

Job design is "....the organization of a job to satisfy the

technical-organization requirements of the work to be accomplished

and the human requirements of the person performing the work" (Davis

& Kantpr, 1955). The second part of this definition is the key.one,

r
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as it directs attention to the fit between the Work and the needs of

the worker. Many proposals have been offeredjor improving the fit.

For example, Davis listed twenty-three techniques which might

simultaneously increase worker satisfaction and lead to more

effective output (Davis 1957). Manx of his proposals have to do with

increasing worker autonomy, discretion, achievement, growth, and the

meaningfulness_and variety. of tasks. It is surprising how modern

these ideas sound after more' than twehty years.

Despite the absence of definitive survey data, it may be

worthwhile.to speculate about the present'job-design status of the

maintenance technician's work. For this purpose, we consider the

three job characteristics that Hackman and Lawler (1971) identify as

contributing to worker need satisfaction and to organizational

goals. Their first attribute isthat the worker must feel personally

responsible for his work. On this diMension, the high-technology

troubleshooter should score fairly high. Take the oomputer

Maintenance man. 4te often works alone, and he may not turn to other

people for help, becaus, they cannot help. At thesame time, however,

he certainly must4:w that he.is primarily a Skilled user of

materials which were originated and validated by others, and that he

is not ordinarily free to '1Ary the procedures very mua. Computer

technicians, for example, are not allowed to change maintenance

software, though we have heard of some doing so. On Gulowsen's (1979)

scale of work-group autonomy, these technicians would come out near

the middle of thenge.

The second Hackman-Lawler job requirement is that a work outcome
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is perceived as meaningful and worthwhile to the individual.

According to TUrner and Lawrence (1965), meaningful job processes

have clear beginning and ending of the work, they utilize skills and

abilities which the worker personally valuei, and they require

considerable variety. On these grounds, military troubleshooters

certainly should perceive their work as meaningful. They often have

command pressure on them, and this accentuates the value of the work

being performed..

Feedback is a third job-design criterion. A person who is having

higher-order needs satisfied wants to'know how he or she is doing.

Supgrficially, the troubleshooter gets almost perfect objective

feedback, because the failed machime either is restored or it isnot,

and the technician usually kriows which state prevails (but not

always, as we indicated earlier). This immediate task feedback, of

course, is not necessarily identical with-the performer's own

perception of his effectiveness, since he may be evaluating Iiinself

against some other standard.

Ca these three criteria, thenp.the technician should be rather

highly motivated in his work, and from superficial indications he may

indeed be quite.satisfied, compare3 to other ndlitary people.

Comparative personnel statistics are difficult to find, but one large

computer oompany reported that turnover and absence rates for

bommercial maintenance men are very km, lower than for design

.engineers r programmers. This is especially so for medium-size
0

cities in America. A fed on-site interviews with raving commercial

computer technicians did reveal a coupae of common sources of

fr
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dissatisfaction. One of these was the technician's non-professional

litatus, which.was related to what $he person does. Though the work is

technical and demanding, experience in reitoring computers results in

a. person's learning more and more about one particularcompany's

coinputers, manuals, and fault-isolation procedures. But it does not

result in general engineering knowledge. Thus, many technicians

perceive that ihey are regarded as "less than engineers," and that

they can never attain engineer status-, regardless of how expert they ,

*PN.

become at their work. The military services may be missing an

opportunity to satisfy these growth needs of their technicians. A
similar growth-need situation was observed in the U.S. aerospace

industry. --Engineers'in that industry perceived that their real worth

depended in their state-of-the-.art design capabi4ties. As a result,

when design work was to be done, they tended to design all-new items,

and to reject existing.and off-the-shelf hardware. They did this to
. #

improve themselves and to keep up-to-date, but it was very *costly to

the company. A solution was for the firm to *consider both the

engineer's perceived need to sharpen intellectual skills, and the

demands of the routine design work which had to be done. Management

guaranteed that an individbal would have career-advancing assignments

Often, though at any one time he-might be doing ar routine job (Davis

& Taylor, 1979). A similar job design strategy could be used with

mdlitary maintenance people.

Amore subtle negative factor which was frequently noted in the

industriai sett,ing was the psychological distance between the

Nintenance technicians, and other people in the.cdmputer centers.
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The roving maintenance person may have few close relationships with

Other workers, as he-is always moving from one paace to another, and

the other technicians back at maintenance headquarters are also

usually on the move. Some respondents even confided that the work

leads_to a general sense of isolation and-non-sociability.

As a final job-design variable, wr mention the "flasepxperience,

which can be a profound dynamic state (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975):

7 ....the holistic sensation that peopae feel when they
act with total imvolvement....(the person) experiences
it as a unified flowing from one moment to the next,
in which he is in control of his actions, and in which
there is little distinction between self and
environment, between stimulus and response, or between
past, present future....Peopae seek flcw
primarily r itself, not for the incidental extrinsic
rewards t may.occur from it."

Could a tee ician's search task be so arranged.that this

autotelic ow state could occur with some regularity? If so, the

mbtivationarmdvantages should be enormous.. From all accounts, flow

activities are avidly sought by the peopae who have experienced

them. A beginning oould be made by analyzing the flow potentfal in

certain maintenance activities.

SECITON V. REPRISE AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The military troubleshooter is a fairly good-searcher and

reasoner. %tat he needs most is a clear model of the functional

relations among symptoms he can observe and malfunctions in the prime

equipment, perhaps accompanied by a sequencing model for ordering p

test actions. Often it is impracticable for him to learn or remember

76
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enough theory to generate this model for himself, and so the model

will have to be furnished to! him. The best procedure for doing this

so far is to have the prime /pquipment analyzed in such a way that

all, or nearly all, malfunconIng states of the equipment can-ti-
.

correlated with observable symptoms. The states and symptoms are

then stored in some way that can be systematically searched via a

predetermined sequence. The main job of the technician then becomes

the highly skilled task of searching via complex instructions and

diagnostic aids:

"New look" formats for aiding and training these skills have been

tried out in the laboratory and in the field, and eiley are clearly

more effective than conventional training plus OJT. The critical

requirement is the accuracy and usefulness of the information,

presented, rather than the particular display medium. Present

computer technology Can store and distribute, in either hand-held or

larger portable units, all the information that is ordinarily

included in book-size manuals, along with test sequencing and

evaluating data. This technology can, then, alleviate maintenance

prOblems.on most complex sybteme, if it is designed and applied with

the 3.ehavioral requirements in mind.

ihe military should not be satisfied with procedurally aided

'trcubleshooting, regardless of how effective a good 4;iding system

be. Many maintenance specialists will have to possess real

ight into the complicated devices of modern warfare, in order to

attack the unforeseeable problems. The provision of these more

adVanced peopleyill be a continuing challenge to the research and

77
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training communities, but there is reason for optimism. lit know much

more aboUt the interaction of men and machinds than we did in the

vacuum-tube era.

Since effective technology (psychological; aiding and

maintainability) is indeed available, and we still have serious

problims, then there must be administrative or other reasons why the

knowledge has not been more fully utilized (Bond, 1970). Tille believe

that it is not cost that prevents application. Some "new look"'

aiding and training materials do require significant preparation and

debugging effort,kbut these are one-time expenses, and they are

insignificant compared to present wasted manpower and downtime

losses. The administrative key is thii: To develop and to

implement effective aiding and training systems, many separate

efforts have to be coordinated and directed through a central

"corrective maintenance control" concept. This has been done in the

commercial computer world and in other domains, but it cannot be done

easily in the military, because no single command CT agency is really

responsible for it and can insist that a valid maintenance cOncept be

realized. Theprocuring, designing, and aiding and training pave to

be planned together and accomplished together, and this infreqUently

happens in the present military system.

In a report addressed to the research community, most of our

'"recommendations" come in the form of projects that might bb

undertaken. A few of these have to do with basic research into human

appreciation of complex devices. Others attempt to further the

production of arraNements which will Vcilitate performance, and
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thus bypass the psychological problems. NO doubt some of these ideas

are already being pursued. The projects are not listed in order of

importance. For lmmedigg practisa4 lmalangg to military

effectiveness, numbers 4, 5, 10, 17, and 19 wodld be near-the top of

the order. As far as 2§1919.1.0i0.1 significance numbers 7 12, 13,

14, and 16 are post interesting.

Research Recommendations: Possible Proects in Troubleshooting

1. Investigate the use of pseudo-verbal software routines (e.g./

Findler's Puzzle-Solver, wang's Theorem4rover) for faultLlocation

or aiding, to determine if the pseudo-D\Iglish format is suitable

for practical search tasks.

2. Explicate the basic relations between su h methodologically

similar conceptOsucb.s COhn6.10tt optimal testing, Fano coding,,
Huffman coding, switchi64*ory diagnosis of logical networks,

and so forth. (Some of the4dentities among these methods have

already been proven, but nobodrhas pat them all together for the

* psychological research community.)

3. Explore the extent db which small handheld aids, such as

troubleshooting sequence cards or wheels, are now gpplied.by military

technicians.

4. Find out how to best utilizt band-held computer technology for

troUbleshooting. This would include consideratim of the sizes

ofyroceduralized logic trees that couldLbe stored, the.best ways

to utilize display and reoording techniques, acceptability of the

"---....Aavice to field people, and development'odsts.

,,
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5. Compare the effectiveness of "new look" proceduralize3

maintenatnce thanuals, as presented via a LOGMDD or AIDE

computerized configuration, with the same information given in a

series of booklets.

6. Study the feasibility of a strOliv "Maintenance Applications

Group" in the laboratories for each service, anesee what rewards

co4d be given for high-quality applications research, within

civil-service constraints.

7.. Determine suitable metliges for measuring cognitilie style in

technical work, and study the possibilities for exploiting individual

differences on this variable, in the maintenance domain.

8. Review a suitable sample of Automatic Test Equipment (ATE)

routines, and delineate the usefulness, and the limitations, of

to.these routines to ordinary military technicians.
\

9. According to Orlansky and String (1979), there.;ie about 30

studies of CAI and CMI effettiveness. Determine-how closely the

CAI aad CMI technology there reviewed is "gp to the best present

state-of-the-art".

10. Discover, the reassons for unfavorable ratingsiof CAI-CMI programs

by the instructors.

11. Study the process by which good ideas are "stopped7-in the

maintenance world. SuPpo body proves that a sequential.or

logic-tree troubleshooting scheme is betier on a militaOr

radar or computer (in fact, Potter's group did this). Determine

why the technology was not exploited more fully.

12. Determine the extent to which electronics or electromechanical
go.

8 0
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theory is remembered, after schooling. A project oauld test

at several intervals, say, 3, 6, and 24 months after schooling

is finished.

13. C011ect all the means for helping students to visualize circuit

and electro-mechanical relations, and evaluate experimentally the

c' most promising of these methods. There are many ingenious
r.

proposals kiam mathematics and physics teachers, and from summer

science workshops. Some of these are worth experimental

investigation, and could be correlated to the literature in

cognitive psyChology.

14. Investigate the utility of "mnemonics for electronics," in

memorizing difficult material such as circuit algebraic laws.
.0

15. Find out if the time it.takes a technician to do a basic digital-.

logic operation (via Trabasso or Posner timing techniques) is a
(#e"k

reliable information-processing indicant, and if so, whether it

is correlated with troubleshooting performance.

16. 2ylore'the "flog" and "play" aspects of troubleshootieg

rformance, according to the Csikszentmihalyi paradigm, and see

if aids can be constructed that could enhance the likelihood of

these flow effects in troubleshooting.'
.11

17. Do an extensivecomparison ct mdlitary troubleshooting with-that

performed by commercial compute .service,:companies, with special

attention to "what the mi1tar cantlearn" from the commercial

. experience.

18. ee if special training in branch matrix reasoning, can _transfer

sitively to logical (troubleshooting) search in realistic 47M-
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tables.
4

A

19. Determine the effectiveness curves-of intensive training (nore.

1 than 100 troubleshooting 'problem, imewps) in using a complex

diagnostic aid on subsequent troubleshooting performance.

! 20. Originate "story line" interpretations ci compaexlpbysical events,

say ia %IC circuit theory, andevaluate these for their enhancement

of learning.

Administrative Reccomendations

1. Conduct an unbiased.survey of present prime-equipment

tcapabilities. To prevent the usual "softening" or blurring of

lack of capability, this survey probably should be done by an

outside engineering group. Sampling techniques would permit

strong inferences about true capabilities.

2. Discover and remove non-maintainable ,equipment items. This

action would be anPalviomhsequel to the capabdlity survey. It

7tw

should relieve operating commands from the burden of carrying non- .

usable major,equipments.

3.. Cbncentrate first-enlistment technician activities on the expert

use of fully-proceduralized troublesNoting- aids, and drastically -

reduce or eliminate the present...thepry-oriented courses. tpiey

(1978). Shows fw.!this..persbnrwl deciiion a16ne wO41d savCMillions of

*111.10.in "effectiveiechniciai;" ork time. Hard data supports.the
.

ideavin addition to the small evakuation'studdes, the services

should undertake massive trials of procedOralized aids, and this

probably sbould be dbne outside the present training community.

4)

e.
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4. Delielop a,flying squad" troubleshoo g concept, miae up of

'truly expert technicians. UnUke the first7enlistment people,

these second-term people would receive exteniive.theoretical*

training. The squad would handle thetough field'problems, that

is, the remaining troubles that cannot be readily located by

preceduralizedipaids: We do not refer here to simple seniority,

such as a cadre' of first class ETs with conventional training;

we have many of those now who cannot solve maintenance problems.

As in ihe fully procedurali2ed concept for first-termersr.the

squad concept.would,be oriented to effective performance, irc much

the same way as commercial computer troUble squads are managed.

Te'prospects of qpalifying for thi's kind of work should be

'motivating to the best career technicians, and could lead to

, professional-level traihning in the second and later enlistments.
9

5. Plan for high-level military administrative,"fixers" who support

a maintenance program, and continuously guide it through the

linancial and administrative difficulties faced by every change.

A fixer might be an admiral or general. He would develop a

maintenance constituency for supporting the use of spedial t

troubleshooting aids, for-example; He would also intervene withk*

4

4.,

agency officials on special problems that arise, such as finding

money to debug a training.concept or hand-held computer aid, or

pursuing impilmentation plans in difficult environments. He

would be able-to move across departients air agencies, and ruld

be atae to ihfluenCe and control activities L'o that the present

technology pis utilized.

41?
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